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The annoyance due to aircraft noise is c_pitallzed into the value of

r_sidentlal, property. Measuremen_ of relationships between aircraft noise
; levels and property values provides a means by which to calculate the bene-

'i fits of noise abatement.

This study seeks to obtain a measure of _he effect on property values

of a dnclbel change in Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) levels, other factors

remaining constant. The resulting damage cost is interpreted as the amount

individuals would be willing to p_y for noise abatemenn, given that the

change in noise levels is small, Census block and census tract data are em-

ployed for small geographic areas (about two miles radius) near seven se-

lected major U.S. airports.

In each of _even cases, the results indicate that aircraft anise has a

J negative and statistically significant effect on residential property val-

ues. Translatlng the coefficients into percentages yields a noise depre-

eimtlon index in the range -0.29 to -0.84 percent per d_clbel change in NEF

i level, with a simple average value of -0.55 percent. However, the co_ffi-

cleat estimates for six airports are stable around a welghted-mean value

of -O,50 percent. This result is consistent with the average of values ob-

tained in earlier statistical studies of the same relationship.

!L
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_; EXECUTIVE S_Y

ii _.l Introduction
I;

: The annoyance due to aircraft noise is capitalized into the

:i value of residential property. Measurement of the relationship be-
tween aircraft noise levels and property values provides a means by
which to calculate the benefits of noise abatement. This report

presents empirical estimates of such relationships at seven major
U.S. airports.

J

E;2 Problem Studied

This study seeks to obtain a measure or measures of the effect

on property values of a decibel change in noise exposure levels, other
}_ factors remaining constant. The resulting damage cost is interpreted

_} as the amount individuals would he willing to pay for a given level
_{ of noise abatement, assuming the change in noise exposure levels is
_i small. In the present study, census block and census tract data for

i 1970 are employed for small geographic areas near seven major U.S. air-

ports. The airports studied are San Francisco, Boston, Cleveland, New
,i

_ Orleans, St. Louis, Bmffalo, and San Diego.

' While there have been several earlier studies of the nolse-property
value relationship, most investigators examine only one airport. Dif-
ferences in data sets and econometric methods make it difficult to

compare the results obtained for different areas. For example, em-
i pirical studies have Been conducted at three levels of aggregation--

:_ individual houses, census blocks, and census tracts. In addition,
most studies have improperly handled the background noise level and

have ignored the possibility that an airport exerts two distinct

effects on residential property values--a depreciaeion effect due to
noise and an appreciation effect due to employment accessibility and
enhanced commercial value.

The basic objective of the present study is to develop a set of

consistent empirical estimates for a number of airports, Data from
the 1972 _Iolse Exposure Forecsst (NEF) are comhlned with census data

on residential property values and characteristics. The study areas
selected ere small geographic areas (approximately _o miles radius)

situated close to an airport (NEF 20 or 25 to 45). Within these areas,
accessibility factors should be constant se that the empirical esti-
mates reflect only the impact of aircraft noise on residential property

values. Econometric estimates are obtained using ordinary least-squares
and the samples are screened so as to exclude observations located

near parks, commercial developments, major streets, highways, and the
llke. In sdditlon to aircraft noise levels (in 5 NEF increments),

variables are included for size of house, housing density, age and

i



housing quality, and neighborhood charaetertstics. The limited number

of explanatory variables reflects, in part, the relative homogeneity of
the samples.

g.3 Results Achieved

The final sample sizes range from 113 to 185 census block obser-
vations. Mean property values for 1970 range from $16,411 for St. Louis

to $32,241 for San Diego. The study area blocks are predominantly resi-
dential--the average percent of owner-occupied units is 85 percent--
while the average house contains about 5.75 rooms. The mean noise
level varies from NEF 27.7 for New Orleans to NEF 33.9 for Cleveland.

On average, about 35 percent of the observations are situated in NEF
20-30j 50 percenn in NEF 30-40, and 15 percen£ in NEF 40-50. The

samples are selected so as to include a relatively large proportion of

households exposed to high noise levels (NEF _ 35).

For each airport, a regression was selected that seemed to re-

present the best outcome, taking into account goodness of fit (R2) and
the statistical significance of the NEF eoefflnlent (t-values). In
each of seven cases, the results indicate that aircraft noise has a

negative and statistically significant effect on residential property

values. Translating the regression coefficients into percnntages yields
a noise depreciation index in the range -0.29 to -0.84 percent per denlbel
nhange in NEF level, with a simple average of -0.55 percent, However,

the coefficient estimates for six airports (excluding Boston) are stable

around a welghted-mean value of -0.50 percent per decibel nhange in NEF,

In addition to the results for individual airports, a pooled sample
was obtained, ThQ pooled sample contained 845 observations from six
urban areas (excluding Boston). The regression results with this sample

yield an NEF coefficlept in the range -0,40 to -0.50 percent per decl-
hel change in NEF. These estimates are slightly less than the simple
mean for the individual airports, reflecting the possibility of in-

complete controls for interurban sample differences and airport acces-
sibility.

To test for remaining accessibility effects, the pooled sample
was partitioned in two ways. The addition o_ NEF slope and intercept
dummy variables produced estimates of -0.53 and -0.55 percent, Further,

when the pooled sample was partitioned into two mile intervals, the re-
gression coefficients were stable about weighted means of -0.46 percent

and -0,55 percent. When the individual samples were restricted to

blocks located one to four miles from the airport terminal, the co-
efficients were stable around a weighted mean of -0.53 percent. The
tests for accessibility influnnces suggest that the amount of bias

is small relative to the range of values for the individual study
ateaSo



E.4 Utilization of Results

A noise depreciation index of -0.50 percent implies that for a

given property value (say, $40,000 in 1978 dollars), each decibel re-
duction in NEF would have a capitalized value of -0.0050 x $40,000 =

$200 per decibel per household. On an annualized basis, this is equi-
valent to about $20 per decibel per household, assuming a nominal in-

terest rate of i0 percent. This amount can be interpreted as the annual
amount households would be willing to pay for a decibel reduction in

NEF levels, beginnin 8 in 1978 and continulng indefinitely. These re-
suits can he applied to benefit-cost analyses of noise abatement options
in a manner demonstrated by Nelson, 1 if it can be assumed that the
changes in noise exposure levels will he small.

I E.5 Conclusion

Empirical estimates of the aircraft noise-property value relation-
ship were obtained for seven airports. The results are stable around

a welghted-mean value of -0.50 percent per decibel change in NEF. There

is little evidence that the noise depreciation index exceeds an upper
bound of -i.0 percent.

"; The evidence presented in the study strongly supports the existence
_J of an implicit market for quiet within which individuals register the

'_I amount they are willing to pay for environmental quality in residential
!:

areas. The dollar or percentage amounts estimated in this studv are

revealed by the choices individuals make in this market, rather than
hy survey techniques that reflect what people say they might be willing
to pay for noise abatement. There ere reasons to believe that esti-

mates obtained with survey techniques will overstate the expected

benefits of noise abatement, since those who pay for noise abatement

(air travelers, for example) are not necessarily those individuals who

bnnefit most from such undertakings. The estimates presented herein
represent an alternative market-based approach to the question of valu-
ation of noise reductions.

ij. p. Nelson, Economic Analysis of Transportation Noise Abate-
mant (Cambridge: gallinger Publishing Co,, 1978), Chapter 8.
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_, CHAPTER 1

t

: _ INTRODUCTION

i.I Introduction

Since 1969, a number of empirical studies have examined the re-

lationship between residential property values and aircraft noise

levels. These studies have sought to obtain a measure or measures

of the effect on property values of a unit change in noise exposure

levels, other factors remaining constant. The empirical results obtained

r have been used both to detail the workings of the real estate market

• and as a basis for beneflt-cost analyses of aircraft noise abatement

policy options or proposals. The basic value sought is sometimes

referred'to as a noise depreciation index.

Because several estimates are available for the depreciation

index, pollcymakers and economists alike are faced with the problem

!_,i of choosing an appropriate value (or range of values) for this index.

,= BenBflt-cost studies, for example, have employed index values that

differ by a factor of four and, it can he demonstrated, the results

obtained are qui_e sensitive to the index values employed, I Thus,

efforts to narrow the range of values for the depreciation index might

result in more accurate and reliable quantitative analyses of abatement

policy options and proposals. In addition, the study Of the noise-

property value relationship at a number of airports means that it

may he possible to derive individual benefit estimates, rather than

relying on the results from a single airport and e_trapolatin 8 benefits

to the nation as a whole.

_ iSee J. P. Nelson, Economic Analysis of Transportation Noise

Abatemen_ (Cambridge: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1978), Chapter 8.

: l



Aside from the inherent difficulty of economic measurement of

! noise e_fects (nonmarket good, data availability, choice of annoyance

index), past empirical studies present several iscerpretatlon problems:

i

[ i. Due to differences in data sets and econometric methods,
it Is difficult to compare index values for different air-
port locations. For example, empirical studies have been

conducted at threm levels of aggregatlon--Indlvldual housesp
census blocks, and census tracts,

2. Some investigators have ignored the notion of a background
or residual noise level (a Noise Exposure Forecast of 20

or a Composite Noise Rating of 90), or have employed

questionable noise measurement data.

3. Most investigators have ignored the possibility that an airport
exerts two distinct effects on residential property values--

m depreciation effect due to noise and an appreciation effect
due to employment accessibility or enhanced commercial value.

This report is an attempt to resolve these and other issues by

applyln 8 a consistent set of procedures across a group of airports

chosen from the U.S. Department of Transportatlon'e (DOT's) 23-Airport

Study, 2 We caution at the beginning that the results obtained are sub-

Jeer to interpretation due to limitations in the data, especially the

amount of information available on housing and neighborhood characteristics.

1.2 S_atement of the Problem

Previous studies of alrcraf_ melee abatement benefits have

attempted to derive a measure representing the marginal capitalized

proper_y damage per unit of noise exposure. This measure is typically

obtained by selecting a value for the noise depreclatlon index, mnl-

tiplying this value by the change in noise exposure levels during a

given tlme period, and then multiplying again by the population exposed

to noise. The resulting estimate is interpreted as the amount people

2C. Barrel, L, C. Sutherlandp and L, Simpson, Airport Noise Reduction
Forecast: Volume l--Summary Report for 23 Airports, DOT-TST-75-3 (Spring-
field, Va.: NTIS, October 1974).



would be willing to pay for the given level of noise abatement, assuming

the change in noise exposure levels is small.

This aggregation approach is based primarily on numerical and com-

putational simplicity, and does not necessarily reflect the complexity

of the actual situations present at various airports. Individual air-

ports differ markedly in terms of the mix of residential and aeronautical

activities, including type of aviation services provided and adjacent

land usage. Consequently, a less aggregatlve approach to the measure-

ment of noise abateme,t benefits is desirable. This improved m_thod

would derive abatement benefits from data for a number of individual

airports, rather than relying on a single airport and extrapolating

the results to the nation as a whole. Barring information on all

airports, it should at least be possible to employ more consistent

data collection and estimation procedures and thereby narrow the range

of possible values for the noise depreciation index.

The present study involves analysis of property values around

I0 U.S. airports and employs a conslstenZ data base across

all airports. For each airport, linear regression analysis will be

used to obtain an estimate of the noise depreciation index. Within

the limitations of the data base available and the number of airports

analyzed, the results should provide information on the relative con-

slstency of noise exposure effects at a variety of airports. The re-

sults should therefore provide a more valid basis for future calculations

of the benefits and costs of noise abatement efforts.

Because of difficulties encountered with the sampling procedure,

final empirical results are reported in detail for only seven selected

airports. Excluded from the analysis are results for Minneapolis-

St. Paul, Atlanta, and New York-La guardia Airports (see Appendix _).

The Minneapolis sample contained a number of lakes and a major park

which bisected the area under the northwest flight path. The Atlanta

sample contained a significant amount of rental housing units which

limited the sample sizes. The La Guardia sample included a large number

of residential units which did not report property values to the census

in 1970. The latter problem was also evident for the Boston sample_

although some results have been reported for Boston's Logan Airport.

3
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1.3 Plan of the Study

The remainder of this report is divided into three chapters, The

next chapter, Chapter 2, describes the methodology employed in the study

• of each airport. Chapter 3 summarizes _he empirical results, while

• Chapter 4 contains the conclusions and recommendations. A number of: , appendices contain descriptions of each study area and detailed tables

describing the sample selection procedures, regression estimates, and

other empirical results.

4



CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

Thle chapter describes the methodology of the study with respect

to selection of i0 airports, selection of a study area at each

airport, and acquisition of data on aircraft noise levels and resl-

dential housing characteristics. Following the description of the

methodology, a brief comparison is given of present methods with

those employed in census block studies by Paik and De Vany.

i

2.1 Selection of Airports

The DOT study by Barrel, Sutherland, and Simpson analyzed the

impact of noise reduction at the 23 major airports shown in

_isure 2.1. Daily Jet operations from these airports represented

53 percent of total Jet aircraft operations by all principal U.S.

_; air rattlers in 1972, while by the year 1987 these airports are ex-

pected to account for about 46 percent of total operatlons. 1

/ From the llst of 23 airports, lO were selected for tentative

inclusion in the present study (Table 2.1). In 1972, these i0 air-

, ports accounted for 45 percent and 36 percent, respectively, of the

"_ estimated 23-alrport population and total U.S. population residing

_ wlthln the Noise Exposure Forecast 30-unltcontour (NEF 30).

Several major airports (O*Hare, JFK, Newark, Los Angeles) are

excluded from the llst of i0. The size of their noise contours re-

sulted in study areas that extended more than five miles beyond the

m_io terminal. In addltlon_ airports were excluded due to (i) ex-

tremely small noise contours or small levels of aviation activity;

(2) questionable noise level data from the 23-alrport study; and
i

(3) addition of new runways between April 1970 (census period) and

October 1972 (noise measurement period).

IC. Bartel_ L. C. Sutherland, and L. Simpson, Airport Noise
Reduction Forecast: Volume 1--Summary Report for 23 Airports,

DOT-TST-75-3 (Sprlngfleld, Vs.: NTIS, October 1974), p. 1-2.

• 5
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TABLE 2.1

SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 23 AIRPORTS

103 People

Exposed to

Airport NEFf> 30 Co_ents a

i. La Guardla 1,057.0 Included (5)
2. OIHare 771.7 Excluded due to large size of noise contours

3. JFK 507.3 Excluded due to large size of noise contours
4. Newark 431.9 Excluded due to large size of noise contours
5. Boston 431.3 Included (I0)

6. Los 2u_golua 293.4 Excluded due to large size of noise contours

;I 7. Miami 260.0 Excluded due to large size of noise contours
_ 8. Denver 180.3 Excluded due to questionable noise contours

! 9. Cleveland 128.7 Included (17)
i0. San Francisco 124.4 Included (6)

!i ii. Seattle 123.2 Excluded due to new runway, 1970-72
,_ 12. Buffalo 113.8 Included (33)
!_ 13. St. Louis I00.0 Included (13)

i_ 14. Atlanta 99.8 Included (2)
15. Minneapolls 96.7 Included (15)

i! 16. Philadelphia 76.9 Excluded due to new runway, 1970-72

17. San Diego 77.3 Included (32)
18. Midway 38.5 Excluded due to small size of noise contours

19. New Orleans 32.5 Included (21)
20. National 24.4 Excluded due to small size of airport

21. Phoenix 20.5 Excluded due to small size of airport

22. Dulles 3.5 Excluded due to small size of airport
23. Portland 1.2 Excluded due to small size of airport

Total - all 23 4,994.3

Total - I0 Inc. 2,261.5
Total - U.S. 6,200.0

aNumber in parentheses shows 1972 rank in terms of annual average daily air
carrier operations.

Source: Noise exposure data from C. Barrel, L. C. Sutherland, and L. Simpson,
Airport Noise Reduction Forecast: Volume l--Su,_ary Report for 23 Airports,

DOT-TST-75-3 (Springfield, Vs.: NTIS, October 1974), pp. 2-5 and 3-7 through
3-30. U.S. total from D0T information briefs.
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The 10 airports include three large, busy airports, five

medium-slzed airports, and two sm_ller airports. Annual average daily

air carrier operations in 1972 and the land area for each airport are

displayed in Table 2.2. Of course, both the activity level of an air-

port and its locatios interact to determine tbe number of people ex-

i pesed to a given noise level and the severity of the airport noise prob-

! lem.

2.2 Seleetlon of Study Areas

For each airport, the Department of Transportation provided scaled
2

maps (2.5 inches = i mlle) of _he 1972 NEF contours. These maps in-

eluded isople_h data, in 5-unlt increments, for NEF levels from 25 _o 45

_ineluslve). Including a background noise level of NEF 20, six data

points are possible for any given census block in the samples. No at-

tempt was made to interpolate between the NEF contours, although obser-

vations that border on the NEF-25 and NEF-30 contours were excluded from

most samples. In addition to the NEF maps, the DOT provided aerial

photographs and obstruction charts for each of the airports.

The NEF maps (on vellum) were overlald on the census block maps

for each airport and its surrounding reslden_lal area. From this in-

formation, a study area was selected that roughly met each of the fol-

lowing crlteria:

i, A contiguous geographic area exists within one to five miles
from the main terminal. As explained below, this criterion is
an attempt to hold accessibility factors constant.

2. The area includes NEF values from 25 to 45. For reasons

explained below, NEF 20 values were usually excluded except

at two smaller airports (New Orleans and Buffalo).

3. The area contains a relatively homogenous housing stock in

terms of housing density, type of housing, and access to

major highways. Additional data screening procedures were
used to ensure that this criterion was met.

2NEF maps were also provided for four excluded alrports--Newark,
Seattle, Philadelphia. and Chlcago-Hidway. The NEF-25 contours were

added especially for this study.

8
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I TABLE 2.2

S0_ARY CHARACTERISTICS OF

T_E I0 AIRPORTS

;!

:_ 103": People

_ 1972 Daily a Airport Land Exposed to
Airport Operations Areab •NEF_ 30

Atlanta 1,136 6.56 99.8

;i La Ouardla 798 0.91 1,057.0

. _ San Francisco 780 8.13 124.4

•! Boston 590 3.72 431.3

i St. Louis 504 2.89 i00.0
h

ri Minneapolis 338 4.58 96.7

Cleveland 366 2.30 128.7

New Orleans 300 2.34 32.5 i

_! San Diego 208 0.76 77.3 i
_I Buf£alo 204 1.56 113.8

)

aAnnual average daily air carrier operations during CY 1972.

bland area inside airport property boundary in square miles.

Source:. C. Barrel, L. C. Sutherland, and L. Simpson, Airport Noise

Reductlon Forecast: Volume i--Summary Report for 23 Airporcs_ BOT-
TST-75-3 (Springfield, Va.: NTIS, October 1974), pp. 2-5 and 3-7
through 3-30.

9



Figure 2,2 illustrates the selection of a representative study

area for Cleveland's Hopkins Airport. Study area maps for all airports

are included in tile appendices. Each of the selection criteria will

now he discussed in greater detail.

Contiguous Geographic Area. In contrast to most earlier studies,

relatively small homogeneous study areas were selected for each air-

port. Within each area, noise levels vary from about NEF 25 to 45, In

selsctlng these areas, it was assumed that an airport has two distinct

effects on property values--a depreciation effect due to noise and an

appreciation effect due to employment accessibility, air travel accessl-

hillty, or the enhanced commercial value of the land. 3

The nolse-accessibility trade-off can be illustrated with the aid

of Figures 2.3 (a) and 2.3 (h). The upper curve in each figure, labeled

P, shows the value gradient for residential housing with respect to the

airport if the airport were nonpollutlng. The value gradient decreases

a= a rate roughly equal to the marginal cost of transportation '(oper-

atlmS and time costs) to the airport until it intersects with the under-

lying value surface, that is, the ambient level of accessibility in

the urban area in question. Any point on the P curve thus indicates

the total premium associated with increasing accessibility to the air-

port. A similar model could he used to illustrate the effect of travel

accessibility or commercial value on vicinage real estate.

If we now add airport noise to the model, the reduction in resl-

den_lal property values, labeled d, associated with the dlsutility of

noise is drawn below the horizontal llne to indicate its negative

effect on property values. Any point on the d curve thus indicates

the total discount associated with greater and greater amounts of

aoisa as we move in the direction of the airport. The net effect of

the _irport is now the sum of these =we curves which is shown as a

heavy llne and labeled P + d. In Figure 2.3 (a), the net effect is

to reduce absolutely the level of property values, while in Figure 2,3

(b), the net effect is only a relative reduction in property values.

3See A. S. De Vany, "Am Economic Model of Airport Noise Pollution
in an Urban Environment," in S.A.Y. Lie (ed.), Theor Z and Measurement
of Economic Externalities (New York: Academic Press, 1976), pp, 205-14.
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Analytically, the problem is how to separate these two effects

from one another. Host earlier studies simply ignore the problem,

which will tend to bias the noise regression coefficient toward zero.

Some procedures that could be used to separate accessibility and noise

effects include

i; i. Use of an airport accessibility variable, such as linear dis-
fence _from the airport termlnals. 4 However, the high correla-

i tion between airport accessibility and airport noise levels
will usually result in a multlcolllnearlty problem.

2. Usa of dummy (binary) variables that attempt to capture the
nee effect of accessibility and noise. S If circular dis=ante
rings are used to form the dummy variables, each variable tends
to reflect more than one noise exposure level (see Figure

2.2 and the appendices). This implies measurement errors and

an interpretation problem for the dummy variable coefficients,

3. Selection of a study areawhlch is small enough so that impor-
tant accessibility variables are constant, hut within which
noise levels vary over the full range of possible values.
This procedure will also tend to hold constant accessibility

to other major points (e.g., central business dlstrlcts),
but the problem is to select a s=udy area that is small
enough.

The study areas employed in the present study _re all within five

_ miles of the main airport terminals and here a radius of about two miles.

In most cases, noise levels ranged _rom NEF 25 to 45. It is, of course,

possible that these areas are too large and accessibility will still

_, vary in an important manner. 6 While this issue cannot be resolved com-

pletely within the confines of the present study, some eests are pre-

sented in Chapter 4 for possible specification bias due to accessibility

Influences.

4See P. K. Dygert, "Estimation of the Cost of Aircraft Noise to Resi-

dential Activities," Unpublished Ph.D. dlssereatlon, University of Hlchlgan,
1973.

5See De Vany, op.clt., p. 212.

6See De Vany, op, cir., pp. 211-14, for some empirical evidence on this
point,
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NEF Values. The second crleerlon used to select study areas was

to confine the range of noise levels to NEF values from 25 to 45.

There were several reasons for employing this criterion. First, ex-

cept for areas directly under flight paths, many NEF-25 contours

were within five miles of an airport. This means that sideline noise

is noticeable out to about five miles, and beyond this distance noise

levels reach background levels. Thus, the accessibility criterion

dictated a lower cutoff of NEF 25. This, however, was the case only

at the medlum-slzed airports. At large airports, sideline NEF-25 con-

=ours will extend beyond five miles, while at smaller airports, sideline

noise may be a problem for only several miles depending on aviation

activity levels, flight patterns, residential density, and so on.

A second reason for employing this criterion deals with the

psttern of residential housing near an airport, At distances greater

than five miles or beyond tileNEF-25 coneour, residential housing patterns

tend to undergo important changes in density or accessibility. A

suburban area might, beyond these limits, change to a rural area.

Housing density thus might change from high density to low density

or access tO transportation facilities might be considerably worse.

The desire to hold these and other variables constant dictated that

noise levels should be no lower than NEF 25.1n most cases.

A third and final reason for this criterion deals with the posslble

use of the empirical results from this study. Our interest is in the

effect of aircraft noise on residential property values within an

area where noise is a moderate to severe problem. Since noise abate-

ment policy is likely to change aircraft noise levels by modest amounts,

we are not interested in a comparison of property values i9 areas

where noise is a severe problem wleh those areas where it is of little

or no consequence. For NEF values greater than 25 or 30, the influence

of other transportation or urban sources is likely to be quite small,

and aircraft noise will be perceived as a significant intrusion. For

NEF values below 2S or 30, the noise environment due to other sources

may alter the response of individuals to aircraft noise per se. Since

noise measurements are only accurate to within ±5 NEF, a value of HEF

25 seemed to be an appropriate cutoff for a threshold level of noise.

14



NEF values of 20 are included only for New Orleans and Buffalo, due to

the small slze of these airports and limited noise exposure areas.

Homossneous Housing Stock. A final reason for selecting small,

contiguous geographic areas was the desire to hold constant many of i;

the determinants of residential property values. These include lot

size, neighborhood eharacteristlos such as school distrlcs, and en-

vironmental aspects other than aircraft noise. To the extent that

this is posslble, the domlnans variable in the study area should be the

level of aircraft noise. In addition, because of the limited number

of explanatory variables available at the census hlock level,

special procedures were used to limit the amount of variation in

the housing stock.

In choosing a study area, the Qensus block maps and aerial photo-

! graphs were used to limit the study area to housing that appeared to

;_ be relatively uniform in terms of type, density, and access to trans-

portatlon facilities. When collecting the data on noise levels, census

blocks were exnloded if they were near or adjacent to local environmental

features (parks, cemeteries, golf courses), major transportation facilltle_:

(freeways, major streets, railroad tracks), major eommerc£al developments

(nhspplnB centers, apartment complexes), or other special neighborhood

features (sewage treatment plants, canals, naval bases).

Beyond these restrictions, wherever possible, the following con-

stralnta were incorporated in the final computer sample used in the

regressions:

1. Census blocks were excluded if less than SO percent of housing

units were slngle-family, owner-occupied units.

2. Census blocks were excluded if there were fewer than I0 single-
family, owner-occupied units in a block.

3. Census blocks were excluded if less than 80 percent of

the housing units reported property values. This con-

straint is an attempt to obtain comparable samples for
prnpe_ty values and other block variables such as the

mean number of rooms per unit,
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4. The residuals from the final regressions were screened to
detect any extreme positive or negative residuals by census

blocks. Given the small samples employed and limited number
of explanatory variables, outllers can have a substantial

impact on the empirical results.

5. Two explanatory variables (noted below) were specified at
the census tract level. The tract variables attempt to capture
broad differences in the housing stock that might he cor-
related with aircraft noise levels.

2.3 Data Acquisition

Raving selected a study area, each block was then assigned a

value for NEF. In general, if a block was divided between two noise

levels and the division was more or leas equal, then the block was

assigned the lower of the two NEF values. In addition, a second, more

restricted sample was obtained by excluding blocks near or adjacent

to the actual NEF-25 or 40 contours and blocks within the NEF-30 con-

tour hut adjacent to the NEF-35 contour. This procedure was adopted

for t_tee reasons. First, the noise data are for October 1972 while cen-

sus data are for April 1970. Between these dates, the actual contour

lines may have shifted due to changes in aviation activity levels,

Second, the noise data are in 5 NEF increments, Two blocks that border

either side of a contour may differ by as little as one or two NEF

units, yet the recorded values must necessarily differ by 5 NEF,

Measurement errors such as these will bias the regression coefficient

toward zero. Third, the exclusion criterion results in samples that

are more heavily weighted toward severe noise levels,(NEF 35-50). In

general, the final empirical results are based on samples that incor-

porate the boundary restrictions on the NEF variable,

Data on the remaining variables were obtained from three sources:

the 1970 Census Third Count Summary Tapes, the printed census city

block reports, and the printed census tract reports.

The Third Count tapes were obtained for each airport from The

Pennsylvania State University Computation Center. From these tapes_

data were obtained by census block on the followln8 varlables: 7

7The variables and data sources are described in greater detail in
Table 3.1 in the nest chapter.
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i. Hean owner-occupied property value (owner estimate).

2, Percent of owner-occupled houses that have more than 1.5
occupants per room.

3. Percent of census block population which is black,

4. Percent of total housing units (rental plus owner-occupied)

that are owner-occupled.

5. Absolute number of owner-occupied housing units.

Because of the large number of disclosure suppressions on the

second variable, the empirical results do not include information on the

density of occupancy, The fifth variable was used only to screen

out blocks where statistical reportln_ errors might be n siRnificant

problem.

The printed census block reports, entitled Block S_atistlcs:

1970 Census, were used to obtain data on the followln S variables:

I. Mean number of rooms per unit for owner-occupled houses.

2. Number of owner-occupled houses with substandard plumbing.

Using information on total owner-occupled housing units and total

owner-occupled population in each block (from the Third Count tapes),

additional variables were formed on the average number of people per

room and percent of owner-occupled housln_ units with substandard

plumbing. The former variable was of limited usefulness due to dis-

closure suppressions in the population data for most cities.

Finally, the printed census tract reports, entitled Census Tracts:

_! 1970 Census, were used to acquire the following data:

1, Percent of housing units built before 1939,

2. Percent of housing units with central air conditioning.

Since these variables are specified at the tract level, they represent

an attempt to capture any broad differences among blocks in the aasples.

i 17
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Because the alroraft noise data also cover broad areas, the tract and

NEF varlables tend to be hlghly correlated. It was not possible, in

all cases, to include both tract varlsbles in the flea1 regressions.

This problem should be kept in mind when interpreting the final empiri-

cal results.

2.4 Comparison with Earlier Studies

Two earller studies by Paik and De Vany employed census block

data Co study the property value--alrport noise relationship. This

final section briefly reviews the methodology of these scudles.

Paik. 8 This study employed 1960 census block data and 1965 NEF

data for chree major airports: John F. Kennedy Airport in New York,

Los Angeles International, and Love Field Airport in Dallas. A sample

o£ about I00 blocks was obtained for each airport, with noise levels

more or lens equally divided between NEF 20, 30, and 40. For

example, the Los Angeles sample connlsted of 30 blocks with an NEF

value of 20, 32 blocks with NEF 30, and 30 blocks with NEF 40. Each

sample censlsted of bl0cks loca_ed within five to six census traces. 9

Palk also excluded blocks located near the boundaries of the NEF contours

and included only those blocks where a_ leant 50 percent of the housing

were slngle-family, owner-occupled units. About I0 percent of _he

blocks included in each sample had fewer t_n i0 slngle-family, owner-

occupied units.

Palkls study includes explanatory variables for alrcraf£ noise,

population or housing density, percent slsgle-family homes, percent

nonwhite homes, percenC crowded homes, percent deterlorated homes,

aed median number of rooms per unit. Host of these variables were not

statistically significant and Palk's final regressions incorporate

only NEF and median number of rooms as explanatory variables.10

8I. K. Palk, "Measurement of Environmental Externality in Partl-

oular Reference to Nolse," Unpublished Ph.D. dlsserta=ion, Georgetown

University, 1972.

9Ibld., p. 131.

10Ibld., p. 141.

!
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The methodology of the present study differs in several respects

from Paik's. First, additional procedures were taken to screen out

sparsely populated residential blocks and blocks where less than

80 percemt of the units have reported values. Second, the NEF data

in the present study are generally conflmed to values from 25 to 45,

rather than 20 to 40. Third, the present study uses census and noise i

data for 1970 and 1972, respectively, rather than 1960 and 1965.

These differences suggest that our results should better reflect the

:: effect of noise on property values withlm those areas where aircraft

_ noise Is a slgn_flcant environmental problem. Palk's study, on the

other hand, probably captures an "all-or-nothing" effect_ _s well as

the short-run real estate market effects associated with the intro-

duction of commercial Jet aircraft in the early 1960s. The excluslon

of tract variables in Palkts study also casts doubt on the empirical

results.

De Vany. This study employed 1970 census block data for Love

Field Airport in Dallas. De Vany employed a large sample that included

_i information on 1,270 census blocks. He defined five circular distance

• rings around the airport, resulting in four qualitative dummy variables.

!_ When each of these variables was zero, the block lies somewhere beyond

I_ four miles distence from the airport; otherwise, it lles in one of the in-

i'i tervals 0-i, i-2, 2-3, or 3-4 miles as indicated by a value of one for

the respective dummy varlable, ll The coefficient on a dummy variable

reflects the net effect of airport noise and airport accessibility

within the given interval. The four distance rings will include all

blocks under the main flight paths with NEF values of 40 or more.

However, on the sidelines, the distance rings probably reflect noise

levels as low as NEF 20.

De Vany also employed explanatory variables for percent of homes

that are owner-occupled, average number of rooms per house, average

age of housing, average length of stay of residents, percent of hoses

with air conditioning, and distance from the central business district.

In the final regression, all variables were statistically significant

_' except the variable for average length of stay by residents.

fIDe Vany, op.cit., p, 212.
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While the variables employed in the present study are much the

same as in De Vanyts study, the samples employed are quite different.

We use small study areas that include about 200 to 400 blocks, rather

than samples drawn from a broader urban area. The various constraints

, and restrlct_ons placed on the data further reduce our final samples to

113 to 185 observations. Within each study area, we attempt to capture

the effect of noise alone on property values, rather than the net

aEg_egate effect of an airport on the market value of real estate.

Despite the raa_or differences between the two studies, De Vany's

empirical results are quite comparable with those obtained in the

present study. This suggests thatthe methodology adopted herein does

control for the effects of airport accessibility.

f
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CHAPTER 3

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the results for the aircraft nolse-property

value relationship at seven selected airports, The empirical results

are based on the so-called hedonlc price equation approach to property

values. The chapter summarizes this equation, the choice of explana-

tory variables and functional form, and the econometric results.

3.1 The Hedonlc Price Equation

Because each house and lot represents an almost unique comblna-

_ tlon of characteristics, the decision to purchase a property is sem-

i plex. The price that a potential buyer is willing to pay depends on

" location, attributes of the community and neighborhood, local taxes,

and public services, as well as the physical charaeteris-
!
:, tics of the structure and land. Since these characteristics are

sold as u package, it is difficult to infer from one sale what the

incremental effect of one attribute (one more room or one more decibel

of noise) has on _he final selling price of a dwelling, A way

must ha found to disentangle the incremental effect of each attribute

on the composite price or value of the property. To the extent that

ssch an snbundlln@ is possible, estimates can be obtained for the

implicit price of quiet in dollars per decibel, the price of living

space in dollars per room_ and so on.

If observatlona are available on a sample of housing sales or

valsss_ then multivariate regression analysis can be used to obtain

estimates of the implicit or hsdonlc prices of housing characterls-

tics. For simplicity, we assume that houses differ only in"

t_z1_s of size (in number of rooms or living space) and aircraft noise

exposure (In NEF units). Forming a simple linear econometric rela-

tionship, we can _Titc
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(1) Vi = b° + blXhi + b2Xni +,i, i - i, ..., N i

where V is the selling price or velue of the i-tb home in dollars;

Xh and Xm are the (variable) amounts of living space and noise ex-

posure, respectively; bI and b2 are the implicit prices to be esti-

mated; b° is a constant term that captures the effect of all other

determinants of property values; and u is a stochastic error term

" reflecting possibly omitted variables and measurement errors.1

Equation (i) thus represents s hedonlc price equation from which

implicit attribute and characteristic prices may be obtained econo-

metrically. For example, suppose that hI has an estimated value of
$6,700 in 1970 dollars so that each extra room adds this amount to

the final selling price of a dwelling, other factors remaining constant.

If the housing market is competitive, then the _stlmated price

will be equal to the marginal (incremental)cost of additional llvlnS

space.2

3.2 Choice of Variables

Potentlally, a large number of variables will determlse observed

differences im property values within a given urban or suburban area.

For descriptive purposes, it is ueeEul to divide these characteris-

tics into five more or less mutually exclusive and e_haustlve classes:

i. Physlcal Charaeteristlcs--the number of rooms, size and
dimensions of the Io_, number of stories, age and cdndltinn
of the structure, availabillty of central air Conflitloning,
etC.

2. Accessibility Characterlstics--access to major places of
employment and other agents wi_h whom a homeowner might
wish to engage in transactions.

iof course, other variables may be present in the sample and the
relationship need not be strictly llnsar.

2For some empirical evidence on this p@Int, see J. P. Nelson,
Economic Analysis of Transportation Noise Abatemen_ (Cambridge:
Balllnger Publishing Co., 1978), p. 91.
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3. Environmental or Neighborhood Characterlstlcs--nolse levels,
h00sing density, racial composition, and other major physical
or social features of the neighborhood and community in
which the house is located.

4. Public Sector Characterlstlcs--real property tax rate,

school quality, and _he quantity and quality of other

major public services to which a property owner is entitled.

5. Alternative Use Characterlstics--posslble conversion of

residential land and dwellings to commerdlal or industrial
uses, except as restricted by zoning ordinances. In equill-

_ hrium, the highest valued use is expected to he in place on
!: a given plot of land.

{' The sample selection procedures described in Chapter 2 attempt

; to control for (hold constant) man Z of the possible determinants of

resldentlal property values. The actual variables employed in the

: hedonlc price equation are summarized in Table 3.1. The most Impor-

tant of these variables will sow be described under six headings.

Mean Property Value. The dependent variable is the mean value

Of residential housing unlts in each census block. Census data on

value are limited to slngle-family, owner-occupled houses on less

than 10 acres, without a commerclal establishment or medical office

en the property. Cooperatlves, condominiums, mobile homes, and

trailers are excluded from the census value tabulations.

Value estimates are ohtalsed by asking each homeowner how much

the property (house and lot) would sell for if it were presently

for sale (circa April 1970). Housing value is recorded on the census

questionnaire in intervals of $2,500 for values less than $25,000

and in intervals of $I0-$15,000 for values above $25,000. For

computing census block means, the midpoint of each interval is used,

emeep_ ths_ $31500 is used for values less than $5,000 and $60,000

is used for values in excess of $50,000. 3

3The use of owner estimates of value and value intervals w_ll

introduce measurement errors in the dependent variables. Several
empirical invesslgatloas of this issue suggest that chose measure-

ment problems are not overly serious, see Ibld., pp. 80-81. The

data screening procedures employed in the present study also attempt
to compensate for this problem, i.e., only those blocks where at

least 80 percent of the units reported values are employed in the

final regresslons.

i
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TABLE 3.1

! DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

Variable Name Description, Method of Constructlon, and Source

1, MPVAL Mean Owner-Occupied Property Value (Specified Units).
Construction: Aggregate owner-occupied property value X

• 250 / Owner-oecupled units reporting value.
Source: 1970 Census Third Count Summary Tapes.

2. ROOMS Mean Number of Rooms per Unit for Owner-Occupied Houses.
Construction: None.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Block Statistics: 1970 Census, Table 2.

3. NOPL_IB Percent of Owner-Occupied Houses with Substandard Plumbing.

Construction: Number of units lacking some or all plumbing
facilities X i00 / Total owner-occupled housing
units. !

Source: Plumbing variable from Block Statistics: 1970 Census2 Table 2. I
Owner-occupled housing units from Third Count Tapes. i

4, MORELS Percent of Owner-Scrupled Houses that have _re than 1.5
Occupants per Room.

Construction: Number of owner-occupied units with more than
1.5 people per room X 1O0 / Total owner-occupied

housing units.
Source: 1970 Census Third Count Sunmmry Tapes.

5, BLACKPOP Percent of BLock Population which is Black. ]
Construction: (Black males + Black females_ X i00 / Total block

populatlon.
Source: 1970 Census Third Count Summary Tapes.

5. PCENTO0 Percent of Total Housing Units that are Owner-Occupied.
Construction: Total owner-occupled units X i00 / Total

housing units,
Source: 1970 Census Third Count Summary Tapes."

7. BEFORE39 Percent of Year Round Housing Units Built Before 1939 (Tract
Level),

Construction: Housing units built before 1939 X I00 / Total
year round housln_ units.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census Tracts: 1970 Census, Table M-2.

g. AIRC Percent of Year Round Housing Units that have Central Air
Conditioning (Tract Level).

Construction: Housing units with central air conditioning X
i00 / Total year round housing units.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census Tracts: 1970 Census, Table H-2.
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)

Variable Name Description, Ne_hod of Construction, and Source

9. PEOPLEPR Average Number of Persons Per Room.

,, ¢onstructlon: (Owner-occupled population X 100)/(Total
owneP-occ_ipled units X ROOMS)

Source: ROOMS from Block Stacls_ics: 1970 Census, Table 2.
Other data from Third Count Tapes.

Note: Due to extenslve confidentiality suppression of the

population variable in some cities, PEOPLEPR was of
limited usefulness.

[_ i0. OOUNITS Absolute Number of Owner-Occupled Housing Units,
_ Construction: None.

_ Source: 1970 Census Third Coun_ Summary Tapes,

%

i_ ii. NEF-I Noise Exposure Forecast (without bouodary restrlctlons).
Construction and Source: Obtained from census block maps and

DOT-NEF contour maps.

12. NEF-II Noise E_posure Forecast (with boundary restricti0ns).
Construction and Source: Obtained from cessus block maps and

DOT-NEF contour maps. Blocks adjacent
to NEF-25 '_nd -30 contours or blocks

within NEF 30 but adjacent to NEF 35
are ellmlnated.
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Physical Characteristics. The larger the houses and lots in a

census block, the higher the mean property value, other factors re-

maining constant. In addition, the age and quality of housing would

he expected to he important determinants of property values. At the

census block level, variables used to capture the effect of physical

characteristics include the mean number of rooms per unit and the

percent of units wlth substandard plumhln_. Rooms counted include

! only whole rooms used for living purposes; not counted as rooms are

bathrooms, half-rooms, kitchenettes, utility and storage areas,

basemect_ unfinished attics, and the like. Substandard plumbing

refers to units that do not have all of three specified facilltles--

hot and cold piped water, flush toilet, and bathtub or shower inside

the structure--or that have toilet and bathing facilities that are

shared with occupants of other housing units.

In addition to rooms and plumbing facilities, several other

variables capture some of the effects of physical differences among

dwelling units. Holding the size of structures constant, the average

size of lots will be related to the density of housing. As a proxy

for housing density, an explanatory variable is included for the

percent of total housln_ units that are owner-occupled. Broad dlf-

ferences in the age and quality of the housing stock are also re-

fleeted in two proxy variables that are specified at the census

tract level; these are the percent of housln 8 units built before

1939 and the percent of housln s units with central air condlt_on_e_.

The sample selection procedures attempt to hold constant _or approxl-

mately so) many of the other physical chnracter±stlcs of the housing

stock in each study area.

Aecesslhillty Characteristics. The distance of a property from

major places of employment, shopping centers, and other commercial

or industrial developments affects the real costs of living at that

i address and, hence, the amount people would be willing to pay forJ
! a particular dwelling. In the present study, an attempt is made!

! _o hold most accessibility factors constant by selecting relatively

]
i
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small study areas (about two miles radius) and, within each study

area, excluding blocks that are near or adjacent to shopping centers,

major streets and highways, parks, and the llke.

Environmental or Neighborhood Characteristics. The central

hypothesis in this study is _hat a relationship exists between air-

craft noise (in NEF units) and the value of slngle-family residential

property. In addition to the Noise Exposure Forecast, enviroRmental

variables are included for the proportion of single-family homes in

each block, the age and quality of housing at the block and tract

levelD and the racial composition of each block. The percent of total

housin_ units that are owner-occupled is a proxy for the undesirable

effects of multlfamily dwelling, such as noise, congestion, and

visual blight. The percent of housln_ units with substandard plumbln_

(block level) and the percent of housing units built before 1939 (tract

level) capture some of the negative external effects associated with

less well maintained or older, lees modern neighborhoods.

The racial variable is the percent of total block population which

is black. The coefficient on this variable could be positlv_ or

negative. It will be positive if discrimination in the housing market

_ l_its the supply of housing available to blacks or other minorities.
}:

_' It will be negative if there are negative externalities associated

with living in a racially mixed neighborhood. To the extent that

blacks in the population have lower incomes and spend less on housing,

then the racial variable will also capture some of the effect of

physical housing characteristics on property values. In most of the

study areas, the proportion of blacks in the population is quite

small. The one exception to this rule is St. Louis.

Finally, the study design attempts to control for a number of

local environmental factors that may cause differences in property

value levels. Excluded from the samples are blocks near or adjacent

to shopping centers, parks, cemeteries, golf courses, apartment com-

plexes, railroad tracks, highways and major streets, sewage plants,

and SO on.
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Public Sector Characteristics. _Jherever feasible, the study

areas were selected so as to include only one major political Jurls-

diction. Thus, important publlc sector variables (property tax rate,

school quality, crime rates, etc.) should be constant in each study

area. Since the tract variables cover broad areas, it is possible

that these variables capture some public sector effects on residential

property values.

Alternatlve Use Characteristics. Where residential land near

em airport is a potential site for commercial or industrial develop-

ment, its value, during a transition pnrlod, may exceed that produced

by residential characteristics alone. 4 Commercial or industrial oc-

tlvitles are imss affected by noise and may be able to offer higher

rents to exletlng landowners. By excluding blocks located near major

streets end by restricting the samples to those blocks that are pre-

d_inantly residential, the sample selection procedures are designed

to _ontrol for possible converslon (speculative) effects on residential

property values. Is long-run equilibrium, however, we would expect

_anh plot of land to be occupied by the highest valued use, except

where restricted by zoning ordinances.

3.3 Choice of Funntisnal Form

Several functional forms are possible for equation (1), includin_

linear, double-log, and semi-log. The double-is S form is especially

useful because It allows for multlplleatlve interactions (tle-lns)

among the explanatory variables andbecause the coefficient estimates can

easily be compared for dlfferent study areas; that is, the eoefflclen_s

represent elasticities showing _he percentage change in the depen-

deer variable for a given percentage change in an independent varlable. 5

The fnnetlonal form chosen in the present study, after some initial

experimentation, was as follows:

4For analysis of Rhls issue, see R. W. Crowlsy, "A Case Study of
the Effects of an Airport on Land Values," Journal of Transport Eco-

nomics and Policy, 7 (May 1973), pp. 144-52.

5The double-logformrepresents an application of the
Weher-Fechner law of stimulus and response, i.e., the response rate

is proportional to the percentage change in the st/mulus.
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•(2) in V = bs + blln _ + b21n D + b3NEF + biX i + u

where in V - natural log of the mean property value in each block,

:_ in _- natural log of the mean number of rooms per unit,

_% in D - natural log of the percent of housing units that are
:: owner-occupled,

NEF - Noise Exposure Forecast, and

', Xi . all other explanatory variables such as percent of owner-
occupied houses with substandard plumbing, percent of total
block population which is black, etc.

The latter variable set, Xi, is made up o£ various environmental

or neighborhood variable_ that contain a large number of zero ebser-
tl

rations. This made it desirable to employ the linear form of these

verlshlesj rather than, say. add a small constant to the zero obser-

vations to facilitate a logarithmic trans£ormatlon.

The use of a semi_qog relatlonsbip between prope_ty_alues, and the

Noise Exposure Forecast is based on the theoretical nature of this

index and similar community response ind_ces. For example, based on

tests of the annoyance due to aircraft flyover noise, Bishop states that

We would expect the subjective ratings plotted on a logarlth-

elc scale to have a linear relationship with the perceived
noise levels. 6

To capture th£_ relationship, we let the level of property value

be expressed by

(3) V " boZblAb2ul

6D. E. Bishop, "Judgments of the Relative and Absolute Accept-

ability of Actual and Recorded Aircraft Noise," in Bolt Baranek and

New.as, Analysis of Community and Airport Relatlonshlps/Nolse Abate-
men,, AD-645-945 (Springfield, Va.: NTIS, December 1965), Part If,
p. 47, See also D. E. Bishop, "Judgments of the Relative and Abso-
lute Acceptability of Aircraft Noise," Journal of the Acoustical

Society of America, 40 (July 1966), pp. 108-22.
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where V is the property value, g is a set of housing characteristics

such as number of rooms and housing density, A is subjective annoy-

ance due to aircraft noise, and uI is a stochastic error term. Fol-

lowing Bishop, A is expressed by

(4) A " coeelNEPu 2

where NEF is the Noise Exposure Forecast index in decibels, e is the natural

lo8 base, and uz is a stochastic error term. Taking logarithms yields

I (5) le A = in cu + c_F + in u2.

Takln E the log of equation (3) and substituting for In A allows

us to wrlte

(6) in V - do + dlln Z* d2NEF + u 3

where d2 = b2c I, etc. Equation (6) is the basic relationship betueen

NEF and residential property values employed'in the present study.

i Differentiating equation (6) with respect to NEF yields

aln V (av/v)=
C_) E =a-_ d2

where 42"100 is the percentage change in a gives property value asso-

ciated with a unit change in the Noise Exposure Forecast. Thus, the

coefficient d2 can be interpreted as the relative rate of housing value

change associated with each unit increase in aircraft noise exposure.

The price of noise, in turn, is _iven hy

av

(s) a-_= day

which implies that, other faetgrs remaining constant, the effect of a

unit change in NEF will be greater the higher the property value.

; 30
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Finally, the elsstict_y of value with respect to aircraft noise

is given by

av ._F d2VI_)(9) _NEF 'v .... d2NEF

which implies that a slven percentage increase In NEF will have a

larger percentage _mpact the Higher the NEF level_ other factors re-

_! malnlng constant.

3.4 Final Sample6

:i Table 3.2 summarizes the sample means for the flnal study areas

;! for seven alrports. ? With boundary restrictions on the NEF variable,

_: sample sizes range from 113 to 185 observations. Mean property values

_ _ange from $16,411 In $6. Louis to $32,241 in San Diego. The meanr.

}I molse level varies from NEF 27.7 for New Orleans to NEF 33.9 for

Cleveland. The study area blocks are predominantly resldentlal--the

average percent of owner-oceupled units is about 85 percent including

_ Boston and 88 _ercent without Boston. The average house in the flmal

_ samples has about 5.75 rooms.

i! The remaining housing characteristic means vary greatly--Boston
,_ and Cleveland have the oldest housing stocks, St. Louis and New Orleans

have the greatest proportion of centr_l air conditlon_ng units, and

i_ St, Louis has the g_eatest proportion of blacks in the sample population.

Table 3.3 shows the dls_rlbutlon of observations by noise levels,

where each observation is assigned to one of three NEF cmntours. In

only two instances do fewer t[mn i0 percent of the observations lle in

a given interval (Boston and New Orleans for NEF _0-50). On average,

about 35 percent of the observations are sltua_ed in NEF 20-30, 50 per-

cent in NEF 30-40, and 15 percent in NEF 40-50.

"For reasons explained in Appendix H, the final results exclude

M_nnecpolls. Atlanta, and Ls Gusrdla Airports.

!

L
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TABLE 3 • 2

8UF_ARY OF _EAN VAL_JES OF VARIABLES,
BY AIRPORT a

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
San St. New San

Francisco Boston Cleveland Louis Orleans Buffalo Diego

Variable (N- 153) (N- 154) (N= 185) (N = 113) (N= 143) (N- 126) (N- 125)

Menn Property $29,686 $22,857 $20,898 $16,411 $21,975 $20,656 $32,241
Value (St. Day.) (5,198) (3,423) (2,787) (3,684) (5,651) (4,319) (8,335)

NEF-ZZ 31.797 27,955 33,892 30,177 27.657 29.325 32.320

Mean Rooms 5.753 5.790 5.526 5.487 5.804 5.856 5.990

per Unit

Percent Owner- 83,354 69.986 89.255 87.620 88.331 91.277 86.250

Occupied Units

Percent Black 0.717 0.472 0,090 8,479 0.431 0.104 0.108

Populatlon

Percent Suhstnnd- 0.382 1.872 1.141 _,787 0.280 0.376 0.166
dard Plumbing

Percent Built 9.580 59.251 29.868 15.501 0.963 11.610 19.850
Before 1939

Percent Central 1.253 0.945 3.689 33,516 38.134 1,935 0.748

Air Conditioning

DisUanee to_
CBD (miles)" 11,000 4,000 7,000 11.000 8.500 6.500 5.500

aN = sample size in blocks.

bDlstance from approximate center of study area to city hall, rounded to nearest half mile,
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TABLE 3.3

DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVATIONS,BY NEF INTERVALa
il (No. of Blocks)

(i _vZ.terval
_ Airport 2fl.S0 30-40 40-50 ToCal

i! San Francisco 25 109 19 153
r: (percent) (16.3) (71.2) (12.4)!i

ii Bo_on 85 69 -- 154
: (persen=) (55.2) (44.8)

i! Cleveland 24 128 33 185)z

_ (percent) (13.0 (69.2) (17.8)

;! New 0rleansb 73 58 12 143

(percent) (51.0) (40.6) (8.4)

I_ St. Louis 56 37 20 113

t_ (percent) (49.6) (32.7) (17.7)
}_ Buffalob 64 45 17 126
_ (percent) (50.8) (35.7) (13.5)

,J San Diego 47 49 29 125
:_J (percent) (37.6) (39.2) (23.2)

_! TO_I $74 495 130 999
(37.4) (49.5) (13.0)

i; To_al, excl. 289 426 130 845
_ Boston (34.2) (50.4) (15.4)
!(

_i aBistribugions do not reflec_ differences in populatlon per block.

bIncludes NEF 20 values MS well as NEF 25 values.
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The most recent U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) figures

suggest that populations in the vicinity of airports are distributed

as follows: 8

1972

Population
NEF (millions) Percent

25-30 8.5 53.1

30-'40 6.0 37.5

40 and over 1.5 9.4

Total 16.0 i00.0

Assuming more or less even population density by noise interval, the

samples used in the present study contain a relatively greater

proportion of the population in the NEF 30 and over intervals.

3.5 Empirical Results: Summary by Airport

I Table 3.4 summarizes the empirical results for seven airports.

In each case, a regression was selected that seemed to represent the

beet outcome, taking into account goodness of fit and the significance

of the NEF coefficient. The table displays the coefficient estimates

end uncorrected R2s, as well as the possible range of NEF coefficients

obtained from alternative specifications of equation (6).

The best NEF coefficients lle in the range -0.0029 to -0.0084,

with a simple mean of -0.0055. Results for Cleveland, St. Louis,

New Orleans, and Buffalo lie below the mean value. Results for San

Francisco, Boston, and San Diego lie above the mean value. The results

for Cleveland may he affected by multlcollinearlty since the next

best estimate is -0.0069. The results for Boston reflect the poor

sample obtained for this study area. If these two samples were

8U.S. Environmental Protectlon Agency, Impact Characterizanlon

of Noise Includln_ Implications of Identlfyln_ and Achlevins Levels
of Cumulative Noise Exposure, NTID 73.4 (Washington, D.C.: EPA, July
1973), p. 37. See Nelson, op. cir., p. 155, for other comparative
population estlmanes.
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TABLE 3.4

St_fARY OF EMPIRICAL RESULTSp BY AIRPORT

...,,

Mean Best NEF

Property NEF Coefficient Student-t Regre_slon Fosslble Coefficient
Airport a Value Range Estimate Statistic R_ RanEe b
,=,,

San Francisco $29p686 25-45 -0.0058 3.1549 0.713 -B.0041 co -0.0060
(N - 153)

Boston 221857 25-35 -0.0084 2.1693 0,153 -0.0084 to -0.0129

(N - 154)

Cleveland 20.898 25-45 -0.0029 2.2695 0.690 -0.0029 to -0.0069
(N- 185)

_a

_" St. Louts 16,411 25-45 -0.0051 1.9136 0.742 -O.0040 to -0.0053
(N - 113)

New Orleans 21.975 20-45 -0,0040 2.0523 O.751 -0.0033 to -0.0090
(N = 143)

Buffalo 20.656 20-45 -0.0052 2.6000 0.611 -0.0052 to -D.0064
(N - 126)

San Diego 32.241 25-45 -0.0074 3,1795 0.762 -0°0068 Co -0.0074
(N - 125)

aN - sample size.

bcoefftetent values based on alternative reBreesione incorporatln8 severn1 explanatory variables. These
results reflect che robustness o£ the coefflcimnts given altornatlva model speclflcatlona.



Study Area Correlations

San Francisco -0.439*

Boston -0.341'

Cleveland -0.301'

i St. Louis -0.390*

New Orleans -0.567*

Buffalo -0.404* i

San Diego -0.108

i whore the asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 90 per-cent confidence leyel. The San Diego results are interesting in that

the peak noise contours (NEF 40-50) contain mostly higher valued resl-

dentlal properties adjacent to the San Diego Naval Base. The next

lowest correlation is Cleveland, where the sample is drawn largely

from the NEF 30-40 contours.

The empirical results for seven individual airports are thus

consistent with the basic hypothesis of this study. The range of

ooefflclent estimates obtained may reflect differences in the samples

used, income levels of the residents, climate of the study area, and

sampling va[lations due to the stochastic nature of the property

value-aircraft noise relationship. The next section of this chapter

analyzes a pooled sample_ while Chapter 4 considers the distribution

of individual coefficients about a welghted-mean value.

3.6 Empirical Results: Pooled Sample

The observations from six airports, excluding Boston, were pooled

to form a sample with 845 blocks. This procedure is permlssahle
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the observations are drawn from a

chapter demonstrates _hae the not_

_etghted mean, homogeneity of the e

_11 regressien. For example, there

the level of property values acro_

_: 3 and St. Louis.

_i The appropriate test for overall homogeneity of the samples is

i:i given by

[s2 - ES_]/(M- I)(K + I)
_._ (10) F = 2
,, _s_I[_ - M(_+11]

where

_' S2 - residual sum of squares from the grand (pooled) regression

i. (N = 845),

2 residual sum of squares from the individual regressions ofi Sm -
_: sample size Nm (m = 1.... ,6),

M - number of airports (suhsamples), and

_! K - number of Independent variables.

i'! For the pooled sample D

[ •
(32.838 9.522)/(5)(7)

[:_ (9.522)/(845 - (6) (7))
<:

_, which is statistically slgniflcant at the 0.05 level.

To allow for differences in the samples, dummy variables were

added for five areas with San Francisco as the reference area_ chat

is, the regression constant per=alas to San Francisco. Since this

procedure assumes the areas differ only ie the constant term,

the results for the pooled sample should be interpreted with caution.

It is possible that the NEF eoefflclent reflects, in some important

and unknowN way, differences that exist amos 8 the urban areas.

Table 3.5 presents the regression results for the pooled sample.

The NEF-II coefficient is about -0.005 in regressions (i) and (2),
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; 41) 43) 43) t_)

Coa_nt 7.4625 7.5051 7.5295 7.5014
449.4098)* 449,0_37)* 449.7635)_ 49.3988)*

IIZXv~ZX -0.0048 -0.00;7 -0.0041 -0,0040

46.69_)* 40.5249)* 45.4999)_ 5.3979)*

T'_an _oms 1.5624 1.3828 1.3190 1.3365
_r Un£t 431,6072)* 420.7925)* (29,4772)_ 28.5900)*

i LnPmrcent 0.1364 0.1196 0.1330 0.1191
I Ovnar-Occup_ed 44.2001)* (3.5683) • 44,2009)_ 3.$750) •

Pewe_c 01_ck -0.0020 -0.0027 -0.0020 -0.0027
I Fop_lacion 44,1966)* 44.4083) m 44.3327)_ 4,4968) m

Per©ant Subacan- -0.0007 -0.0002 -0.0009 -0.0005,
dJtd plumbing 40.2577) (0.0915) 40.3413) 0.1901)

Peeceat 8ullt -- -0.0006 _ ,,.0.0003

Oetore 1939 (1.6052)Q 41.347_) t

Pm_Ce_C Ceutral _ _ 0.0010 0,0017

AJ,_ Cqndtthon_n$ (3.4499)_ (3.33_9)*

Bev Orle_ns -0.557_ -0.3609 -0.4198 -0.4209

(24.8744)* 424.8442)* 418.2979)* (18.2434)*

01eveXnnd -0.2948 -0.2817 -0.3020 .-0.2905

Dinmy 42_._865)_ 417.6674)_ 421.8995) _ (18;0824)_

Or. LoaX_ -0.53_6 -0.5280 -0.3926 -0.55_3

Dummy 433.4484)* (32.0337)_ (25.6329)_ (24.6643)_

0u_aXo -0.4222 -0.4196 -0,_204 -0,6103
Dum_F 428._076)_ 428,1749_* (28.5364)* 420.2490)_

San O_eso 0.005) 0.0109 '0.0077 0.0124
Dummy 40.2645) 40.72821 (0.5)09) (0.8263)

_2 0.0379 0.8384 0.8_02 0.0406

_2 0.8360 0.8365 0.8381 0.0303

F 431.1923 392.9682 398.1991 365.52_6

0_0 0,1209 0.1201 0,119h 0.1193

De_ (X'Z} 0.22_3 0.1185 0.4299 0,22_3

I_ 845 0_5 945 045

W_hE_l£ic_n_ a_ th_ 90 percen_ confidence leve_, one-t&_lcd _-_es_.
Dtp_ndea_ v_vhnb_ £_ Ln mean p_opev_y va_uo,

808mp1* size 4H) exclude_ blockn w£th less _han 50 percen_ anct _e_er
_t_ 10 aln_Xe-_am41y_ ovne_-occup|ed housLns un£cs. Only those
bSocks _r_ £nclude_ wh_re _ lease 80 percent of Che un£Ce _epocced
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but declines to -0.004 in regressions (3) and (4). The latter re-
9

gresslons in61uds the tract variable for central air conditloninK.

Four of the five du_y variables are statistically significant, I0

!i All other coefficients are significant, except that for substandard

plumbing. The corrected R2s are about 0.84.

The mean property value for the pooled sample is $23,713 (Table

3.6), while the simple correlation between property values end NEF

levels is -0.176 (Table 3.7), The simple correlation between NEF

levels and the tract variable for central air conditioning is statis-

_! tieally significant, The two tract variables are also significantly

correlated with each other. These interactions suggest that there

_[ may be some multleolllnearity present in regressions (2) - (4), but

this problem does not appear to be severe enough to cause significant

.'_ precision losses.

7 Table 3.8 displays the mean values of the block variables by NEF

I', level. Properties located in the NHF-30+ intervals tend to be somewhat

:ii lower in value, smaller, and less residential. These differences sug-

_' gest that the NEF coefficient might overstate the effect of noise on

il property values due to incomplete specification of the hedonlc price

[ mquatlon. This issue is discussed further in the next chapter.

9The pooled regressions were also run for the NEF variable without

boundary comdltlons, The NEF coefficients were -0,0038, -0.0036, -0.0030,

and -0.0029 for regressions (I) - (4), respectively. The sample size
was 1,078 observations and the corrected R_ was 0.84.

10The partial F statistic for the dummy variables is 294.861, which

is statistically significant at the .05 confidence level. As an al-
to_natlve to the dummies, the distance to the CBD was used in the pooled

regresslons (see Table 3.2). However, this variable performed poorly

and the _2s declined to about 0.56.
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, Mean Property $23,713 $7,398 $8,422 $54,444
"I: Value (1)

NEF-II (2) 31,047 6.526 20.000 45.000

Mean Rooms 5,727 0.652 4.300 8.300
pec Unt_ (3)

: Percent Owner- 87.669 11.080 50,000 lO0.OOO
Occupied Units (4)

Percent Black 1.388 7.430 0,000 80.420
Popul_tton (5)

Percent Sub- U.552 1.635 0.'000 14.286
¢¢and. Plumblng (6)

Percent Built 15.177 15.848 0.000 79.737
_efore 1939 (7)

Percent Central 12.369 18.IIi O.OOO 75.923
Air Coadltlonlng (8)

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled houslng unics. 0sly chose
blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
ValUeS.
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TABLE 3.7

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS _'

POOLED SAMPLE

;_ (Sample Size N = 845)_

!;3
_ • ,, ,,, ii

:' able b (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)• iii

L;_ (i) -0.176 0.648* 0.i00 -0.200 -0.145 0,006 -0.231

(2) -- -0.325* -0.196 -0.095 0.040 0.229 -0.377*

Z_ (3) _ 0.257* -0,034 -0,154 0.050 0.122

_ (4) -- -0.002 -0.034 -0.169 0;Ii0

:_ (5) -- 0.015 -0.123 0.205

;ii (6) -- o.162 -O.Ol8
_ (7) -- "0.298*

'_ Significant at the 90 percent confidence level.

,.i aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer

i!i than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled hbuslng units. Only thoseblocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
i,

>2i values.

bFor a listing of the variables, see Table 3.6, Variables (I), (3),

and (4) are in natural logs. !
;i (

' {
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Mean of I_P Zecerval
Variable
(S¢, Dev,) 20-30 30-40 &O--50

Property Value $24.957 $23,153 $22.783
(8,143)* (6,504) (8,078)a

ROoms per Ue_ 5.939 5.642 5.532 ,
(0.617)* (0.613) (0.669) n

P_zcent Owner- 89.983 86.984 84_764 ,
Oeeupled Units (9.281)* (I0.888) (14.082) a

P_Eeent Black 2.361 1.118 0.110 ,
Popula£1en (9.507)* (6.862) (0.505) a

P_cenC Subetan- 0.472 O.581 0.638

dard Plumbing (1.373) (1.672) (2.009)

_P_-ZZ 23.737 32.782 _1.615

(2.176)* C2.487) (2.347)*a

_e. O_ Obj. 289 426 130

Mean value for this interval is significantly different aC the 90 per-
cent.confidence level from the mean value for the Inservsl NEF 30-40.

aMe_n value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 20--30.
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,i CHAPTER 4

iI

DISCUSSION OF THE D_IRICAL

RESULTS

Previous chapters discussed the study methodology and summarized

the empirical results for seven airports. In the present chapter, the

study'e strengths and limitations are considered. Based on this review,

it is concluded that the statistical results are robust and consistent

with earlier empirical studies for the same time period. The main

shortcomings of the study are the problem of specification of a com-

plete empirical model of property values and =sasurement errors intro-

duced by the use of aggregate census data. The possibility of incom-

plete control for the effect of airport accessibility on land values

should also he considered.

4.1 Confidence Intervals and Stability: Individual Airports

The basic hypothesls in this study holds that a stable, dlscernable

empirical relationship exists between the level of aircraft noise and

the level of residential property values. Alternatively, one might

hold that no such relationship exists, or that some known relationship

exists between differential noise levels and residential property values

(base, perhaps, on past empirical studies). These alternative hypotheses

are referred to as null hypotheses. This section presents statlsti=al

tests of several null hypotheses and, ln additlon, tests for the stability

of the empirical results relative to a weighted-mean coefficient value.

The rule for rejecting or not rejecting a null hypothesis is based

on a test statistic computed from the data and empirical results. Typ-

ically, the null hypothesis is rejected when a test statistic exceeds

a specified value, called.the critical value. Table 4.1 presents the

best estimates of the NEF coefficients and the 90 percent confidence

43
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TABLE 4.1

90 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
FOR NEF COEFFICIENTS

Estlmeted Estimated 90 Percent
' NEF Standard Confidence

Airporta Coefficient Error Incervalb, c

San Francisco -0.0038 0.0018 -0,O050 + .0030
(DE = 145)

5oaten -0.0084 0.0039 -0,0076+ .0064
(DF - 147)

Clave]and -0.0029 0.0013 -0.0029 + .0021
(_F = 177)

St, Louis -0.0051 0,0026 -0.0051+ .0043
(DF = 105)

New Orleans -0.0040 0.0020 -0.0040 + ,0033
(DF - 135)

Buffalo -0.0052 0.0020 -0,0052+ .0033
(DF = i18)

San Diego -0.0074 0.0023 -0.0074_+ .0030
(DF - 117)

Pooled Sampled -0.0040 O,0007 -0,0040+ .0012
(DF = 832)

COF= degrees of freedom

blower bounds are, respec=ively, -0.0028, -0.0012, -O.O00B, -0.0008,
-0.0007, -0.0019, -0.0036, and -0.0028.

cOpperbounds are, respec=ively, -0.0088, -0.0140, -0.0050, -0.0094,
-0,0073, -0.0085, -0.0112, and -0.0052.

dThs pooled sample excludes Boston.
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intervals for these coefficients. These intervals are based on the

. following statistical rule

i (11g-+_e'(_b) _

_i where _ denotes the estimated NEF coefficient for a given airport,

^ isthe
eh is the estimated standard error of the coefficient, and tn

critical value ef the Student-t statistic for a given confldenee

level, e.g., 1.645 for the 90 percent confidence level. This statistic

has N - K degrees of freedom, where N is the number of observations and
tl
: K is the number of parameters estimated (including a constant term).
n

The interval given by equation (I) allows us to state that in

: repeated samples for a siren airport, the true NEF coefficient (denoted

{ by b) will lie within this interval 90 percent o_ the time, i.e., the

statement _ - to- (_b) _< b <_.b + cc.(_ b) may be made with 90 percent

confidence.

Suppose we are interested in testing the null hypothesis which

states that no relationship whatsoever exists between aircraft noise

and residential property values. This is equivalent to testing

• whether h = 0 for each airport, that is,

I (2) _ : b = 0

)
HA : _ is false

where _ and HA are the null and alternative hypotheses, respectively.

FOr the null hypothesis to be rejected, the critical lower bound of the

90 percent confidence interval must include zero. Table 4.1 indicates

that the null hypothesis of no relationship can be rejected for all

seven airports. 1

lof oourse, it might be argued that as a practical matter the lower
bound for New Orleans does sot differ si_niflcantly from zero. Choice

of s higher confidence level (say, 99 percent) would also alter this
conclusion.
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This test procedure may be used for any specific value of the

parameter and not necessarily zero as in the above example, To test

the null hypothesis that the true NEF coefficient equals -0.0100,

the upper bounds of the 90 percent confidence intervals can be used. In

only two of seven cases do these critical values exceed -0.0100 and the

mull hypothesis could not be rejected. To test the null hypothesis that

the true _F coe£ficient is -0.0030, the lower confidence bounds can beused. In only one of seven cases would we not reject this null hypoth-

esis. The evidence presented in Table 4.1 is there£oro consistent with

the conclusion that the range of true NEF coefficients is -0.0030

to -0.0100, or a 0.3 to 1.0 percent depreciation per unit increase
t

in _F.

Rather than view each airport as an individual case, we can treat

the empirical results as repeated samples o£ the same phenomenon

using different geographic areas. Repeated cross-sections raise the

question of the mean coefficient value and the stability of the indi-

vidual empirical results around than mean value. It is possible to

_es_ for stability of the coefficient estimates without resorting to

the cumbersome procedure of pooled-data regression analysis.

To conduct this test, we let b be the estimated NEF coefficient in

the m-th sample (m - i,...,6) and let b be a weighted average of the

h*s such that
m

c¢¢

where Pm is the corresponding diagonal element in the inverse of the

moment matrix of regressors, i.e., the appropriate diagonal element of
t -1

(Xm Xm) , where Xm is the Nm x Km matrix of observations on the re-

gressors.

If the null hypothesis that the coefficients are stable holds, then

b " b and
m
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_.)2

!: (4) F = Pm < F H-I

(N=- K=) m- K=)

where H is the number of samples, Nm is the number of observations in

=he m-th sample, Km is the number of parameners co be estimated, and
:_ S2

m is the residual sum of squares. 2
<

i_ The test statistic given by equation (4) calls for taking H

separate £egr=sslons, summing their ru_Idual sums of squares, and

comparing this wiCh a sum of squared deviations of the coefficient

estimates. The resulting statistic has an P-distributlon with H - 1

and _ (Nm - Km) degrees of freedom. Table 4.2 presents the required

computations. The weighted mean value of the NEF coefficients is

-0.0050. The test results indicate _hat the null hypothesis cannot

• be rejected. Thus, based on .six samples, we conclude that the

empirical results yleld s_able coefficients distributed around a

welghted-mean value of -0.0050. This value is sllghtly greater than

the coefficient estimate obtained using the pooled sample, at least

when both tract variables are included.

4.2 P.artltioned Resressions: Pooled Sample

As a further tes_ o_ robustness, the pooled sample was parti-

tioned in two ways. First, dummy variables were inserted in _he re-

gresslons, where

2See G. C, Ttao and A. S. Goldberger, "Testing Equality o_ In-
dividual Regression Coefficients," Unpublished paper, University of
Wisconsin, Social Systems Research Institute, February 1962.
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TABLE 4.2

TEST OF THE STABILITY OF NEF COEFFICIENTS
,FOR SIX AIRPORTS

ill

Airport Nm-Km S_ b_ p_ .10 ..`3 (1/p_)., 103 (b_/p_) _b_-b*f/p_ 10":

San Franci,co 145 1.329 -0.0058 0.367 2.725 -15.804 1.744

Cleveland 177 0.961 -0.0029 0.310 3.226 -9.355 14.226

SO. Lou_s 105 1.507 -0.0Q51 0_492 2.033 -10.366 0.020

New Orleans 135 1.998 -0,0040 0,262 3.817 -15.267 3.817

Buffalo 118 1.835 -0.0052 0.256 3,906 -20.312 0.156

m S_n Dlego 117 1.892 -0.0074 0.337 2.967 -21.958 17.092

Tot_l 797 9.522 .... 18.674 -93.062 37.055

_* - (-93,062)/(18.874 . 103) - -0.0050

(37.055.10-3)/{5)
F- (9.522)/(797) - 0.620 < 2.21



(5) 81 = i if _F - 40 or 45,

0 otherwise;

82 " 1 if NEF " 30 or 35j

= O otherwise.

i_ Using Figure 2.3, we expect D1 > 0, DI.NEF < O, D2 > 0, and D2"NEF < 0

i_ if any accessibility effects remain in the pooled sample.

_!_ The empirical results with these dun_mles are presented in Table

_ 4.3. The signs on D1 and D2.NEF are consistent with the accessibility

_: hypothesis, but neither coefficient is statistically significant. 3

_! On the other hand, the NEF coefficients are now closer to the simple
,I

'_ and wsighted means for the individual samples and partial F-tests in-

dicate that the dummies Jointly contribute to the explanation of vari-

ation in residential property values. The NEF-property value rela-

tionshlp is possibly more complex than the s_nple relationship depicted

in Table 3.5, although the amount of bias appears to be small relative

to the range of values for the individual study areas.

As a second test, the pooled sample was partitioned using the
i

linear distance from the airport terminal. In Table 4.4, the results ....
2

are summarized for blocks located within 2 miles of the main terminal,

1 to 3 miles, 2 to 4 miles_ and 3 to 5 miles, respectively. The mean

property values (Y), NEF range, and sample size (N), are also displayed.

While the range of NEF coefficients is now somewhat greater, appll-

cation of an F-test indicates that the sample estimates are stable.

Thn values -0.0030 and -0.0055 are stable about a weighted mean of

-0.0046. The values -0.0061 and -0.0036 are stable about a weighted

mean of -0.0055. On the whole_ these results are consistent with thosei

/ presented above, although there is some saggeetlon of a greater noise

_ discount at about 2 to 3 miles distance from an airport. This result

may simply reflect sampling variation, but deserves to be tested fur-
4

ther using less aggregate data drawn from a single urban area.

3Due to high intercorrelatlon (r = 0.998 and 0.994), it was not

possible to include both slope and intercept du_nles in the same re-
gression.

4For example, 20.5 percent of the one to three mile sample con-

slats of observations drawn from San Diego, compared to 14.8 percent
for the pooled sample.
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T_LE 4.3

R_G_SS_OHP_SULTSFO_POOLF.DS_4PL2,
_[TH DL_ YARX_LES

hsrensAon Coeffic*enc (S_udenc-c)

VarZable (1) (2) i

Conacanc 7.5917 7.5982
(45.5022)* (47,0939)*

ITEF-ZZ -0.0053 -0.0055
42.08043* (2.8258)*

DI._rzF-XZ 0.0008 --
40,74SZ)

D2,H_F-XZ -0,0008 --
(1.0117)

91 _ 0.0383
(1,08_3)

D2 _ -0,0243
(1,26S4)

Laban Roo_e 1.322q 1,3230
per Unlc 428.3730)* (20,4308)*

Z_Ftvcenc 0.1293 0,1294
O_er-Occupied (3.9100)* (3.0217)*

Percent Black -0.002G -0.0025
?opulaclon (4,2572)t (k.225S)*

Parcent Subscnn- -0,0009 -0,0010
a..rd PlumbXtq; (0,3574) (0,3867)

Per©en_ Ouilc -0,0003 -0.0003
i Def0re 1930 40*7076) (0,7612)
L-

p_cenc central 0.0012 0.0012A./.vCondlcionins 42.3167)* (2.2896)*

$c. Loui, -0.5053 -0.5858
424.3240)* (24.6400)*

Cleveland -0.2931 -0,29_0
Dusuny (18.1108)* (18.1788)*

_evO_leans -0.4118 -0,4123
Dusny (17,9477) _ (10,0095)*

S_Dieso 0.0003 -0,0010
_y (0,0194) (0,0040)

Buffalo -0.4300 -0.4317
]_muy 428,7315)* 420,7017)*

_2 0.0446 0,8449

_2 0,0420 0,0423

F 322.2996 322,0932

0_11 0,1180 O,X17U

kt 4X_X) 0.1001 0.1022

845 045

ISl|n_fcan_ a_ the 90 petcen_ confidence lev81, one-_a£1e_ _-_|nc,
Oepe_d_n_v_tLab_o lm L_ meanpropet_y value,



a
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T_LE 4,4

P_TITZONED REGP_SSION RESULTS FOR POOLED SAMPLE

Distance co the Airport Termlnal In Miles:

Variable 0-2 1-3 2-4 3-5

Conscnnc 7.7452 7.5771 7.2450 7.5129
(31.3114)* (40.6033)* (34.5836)* (24.7395)*

KEF-ZZ -0.0030 -0.0061 -0.0055 -0.0036
(1.9118)* (6.2330)* (4.4066)* (2.1529)*

Ln Mean Rooms 1.2832 1.4238 1.3970 1.1991

per Uni_ (15.4708)* (23.7160)* (23.4522)* (14,3227)*

1., Percenc 0.0904 0.0907 0.1715 0.1766
Ovner-Occup_ed (1.8664)* (2.5225)* (3.8405)* (2.6623)*

Percent Black 0,0002 -0.0014 -0.0038 -0.0089
Pop_laclon (0.1962) (2.1518)w (5.3915)* (2.0661)*

Percent Subscan- 0.0024 -O.0016 0.0016 0.0007
da_d PlumbtnS (0.4778) (0.4300) (0.5350) (0.2046)

Patcenc Built 0,0029 0.0012 -0.0010 -0,0013
B_fo=e 1939 (3.2848)* (2.0541)* (2.0414)* (2.7049)*

_e_canc Central -0.0051 0.0009 0.0015 0.0025
Air Coudictonin S (2.5252)* (1.3960) (2.4666)* (2.5728)•

00. Lou£. -0.5205 -0.6313 -0.5354 -0.5373
Du_ay (7.7302)* (21.4939)* (19.0175)* (13,0741)*

Cleveland -0,3160 -0.3061 -0.2448 -0.2631
Dummy (11.1460)* (14.9281)* (II.7504)* (I0.2452)*

Mew Orleans -0,2578 .-0.4207 -0.3973 -0.3917
Dummy (4.6232)* (14.5228)* (10.9389)* (0.1535)*

Sin Diego -0.0456 -0.0332 0.0322 0.0305
!i ]_y (1.0009) (1.8929)* (1.6616)* (0.7102)

!_ _uffalo -0.4626 -0.4506 -0.3755 -0,4070

Dummy (21.6426)* (25.1784). (17.1976)* (4,9904)*

' R2 0.0729 0.8589 0.8483 0.8339

i; _2 0,8574 0,8559 0.8448 0.8252

SEZ 0.1099 0.1177 0.1155 0.1105

Y.IO 3 23.5972 24.0176 23.6023 23.0947

_F RanSe 25-45 20-45 20-45 20-40

;i _ 289 572 529 24_,i

_SiBniftcanc ac the 90 percent confidence level, o_e-called _-cesC.
Dependent variable is Ln mean pcoperc¥ value. 5cudenc-c vaiues In
parenchesea.
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As a final test for accessibility effects, the six individual

samples were partitioned to include only observations located from

one to four miles from the airport terminal. Thus, these samples

exclude observations within one mile of t_e terminal (0-i miles) or

greater than four miles from the airport terminal (4-5 miles). The

resulting samples are sow consistent with one another insofar as each

aample includes observations which are the same distances from the

terminal. The major changes occur in the San Francisco, Clevelandp

and New Orleans samples, where 13, 19, aad 20 observations are excluded,

respectively. Only four observations are excluded from Buffalo and

there are no changes in either the St. Louis or San Diego sample sizes.

The regression results are summarized in Table 4.5. The coefficient

range is now -0.39 percent to -0.74 percent. The Cleveland coefficient

increases from -0.29 percent to -0.51 percent and the San Francisco

coefficient declines from -0.58 pereenn to -0.47 percent. TileNew Orleans

and Buffalo coefficients are basically unchanged. Application of the

Tiao-Goldberger F-test to these coefficients resulted in a weighted mean

of -0.53 percent. The six individual coefficients were stable about

i this mean, with a calculated F-value of 0.333. The results using these

samples are therefore consistent with the earlier results for the in-

I dlvidual and pooled samples. The major change occurs in the results for

Cleveland, suggesting that some accessibility bias may have been present in

the earlier results for this area. Insofar as these samples are more ho-

mageneous or control better for accessibility effects, the bias due to

accessibility is quite small_ with the possible exception of Cleveland.
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TABLE 4.5

SUMMARy OF KEGKESSION RESULTS--RESTRICTED SAMPLESa

San St. New San,

Francisco Louis Cleveland Orleans Diego Buffalo

NEF-II Coefflc_ent -0,0047 -0.0051 -0.0051 -0.0039 -0,0074 -0.0052

(Scudeu¢-t) (2,3866) (1.9136) (3,5054) (1.7931) (3.1795) (2.5413)

R2 0,6990 0.7420 0.7010 0.7540 0.7620 0.6100

Sample Size 140 113 166 123 125 122

Mean Prbp_rty 29,2980 16.4110 20,9700 22.6460 32.2410 20,7730
Value .iO_ (S.D.) (5.1860) (3.6840) (2.7150) (5.6870) (8.3350) (4.3380)

Mean NEF 32,2 30.2 34.2 26.1 32.3 29.1
Level (S.D%) (5.0) (6.1) (4.4) (6.6) (6.7) (6.9)

NEF Range 25-45 25-45 25-45 20-45 25-45 20-45

Percent of 13.6 17.7 16.9 2.4 23.2 12.3
Observations

NEF>40

aEestrletnd samplns foe sbsnrvatlons located one to four milesfrom the airport terminal. Esgresslonu have the
same speelfleatlon as rsgresslou (4) in Table 3.5, except the airport dummy variables are excluded.



4.3 Functional Form: Pooled Sample

As a final test for robustness, the pooled sample was applied to

two additional functional forms. First, the model was re-estlmated

with all explanatory variables in linear form and a losged dependent

variable. The R2 declined slightly from 0.841 to 0.839 and the NEF

coefficient increased slightly from -0.0040 to -0.0043. There seems

to be no significant advantage to using this model.

Second, the model was re-estlmated in complete linear form, and

the results are displayed in Table 4.6. Regression (i) yields an

NEF coefficient of -$85.71. Evaluated at the sample mean, this implies

a noise discount of -$85.71/$23,713.19 - -0.0036, compared to -0.0040

from Chapter 3. Addition of a quadratic term produced inconclusive re-

sults due to multieolllnearity--the results in regression (2) imply

that the size of the noise discount would decline as noise levels in-

crease. In addition to this problem, both regressions (1) and (2)

seemed to be subject to greater residual variance at higher property

; value levels. These considerations suggest that our earlier results

are more reliable than those produced by the complete linear model.

4,4. Comparison with Earlier Studies

This section s"mm"r_zes the results obtained in seven earlier studies

of the airport noise-property value relationship for the period 1967-

1973. Most earlier studies investigate noise levels in the vicinity

of only one airport. The study by Dygert considers both San Francisco

and San Jose Airports. Two studies (Mieszkowski and SaFer; Maser,

Riker, and Rosegt) look at separate residential areas within the

urban areas of Toronto and Rochester, respectively. 5

5Table 4.7 does not include Paik's study of 1960 census block data
for New York JFK, Dallas Love Field, and Los Angeles International

Airport; see Z. K. Palk, "Measurement of Environmental Externality
in Particular Reference to Noise," Unpublished Ph.D, dlssertatlon,
Georgetown University, 1972, The results of this study are not re-
presentative due to (i) introduction of commercial Jets as a slgnlfl-

cant new noise source; (2) use of 1965 noise data: (3) use of a

background noise level of NEE 20; (4) omission of residantlal quality
variables such as the age of housing or the use of central air condl-
tloning; and (5) omission of controls for residential units that do

not report property values.
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TABLE4.6

POOLEDREGRESSIONS_II'HLINEAR FO_[
(_ependenc Variable laHean Property Value_

!

Resresnion Coe£_c_enc (Student-C)

VarJ_bl_ (1) (2)!i

, _: Conscanc -5,046.62 5t833.81
(3,10)* (1.83)*

_Y-II -85,71 -770.98
(4.23)* (4,41)*

(NEF-IZ) 2 -- 10,49
(3,95)*

_Hean R_ome J,830.73 5,759.09
pec UniC (26,96)* (26,76)*

LnPercen_ 40o18 53.47
!_: _: Ovner-Occupled (4,19)* (4.66)*

Percenc Black -48.63 -44,19
Population (2.93)* (2.68)*

Percenc Subecan- 8.47 2.11
a-rd Plumb£ng (0.12) (0.03)

Feccent ButIc -9.04 -5.59
6@fore 1939 (0.93) (0.57)

Percent Cencrnl 12.71 -9.29
_.tr CondicloninS (0.69) (0,61)

_avOclenn. -9.164.23 -8.905.14
Du_y (14.53)* (14.17)*

CLQvel_nd -7.453.% -7,515,96
Dummy (16.99)* (17.27)*

0_* Louls -12_049.71 -21.614,2_
Dtmmy (18,62)* (17.84)*

I! buffalo -10,242.09 -10.605.41
_ Dummy (25.30)* (25°76)*

San Dleso 1,147,37 906,40
_Y (2,01)* (2.22)*

R2"" 0,01 0.81

_2 0.81 0.81

7 293_08 276,48

OES 3.250,90 3t230.70

D_C (X'X) 0,23 0.002

845 845
m ,,

eSiOnlflcanc at tho 90 percenc ¢osfidence level, one-cAlled C-cesZ,
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In order to compare these earlier studies with the present work,

it will help to develop the notion of a nolso depreciation index. For

two residential properties that differ only in their level of noise

exposure, the absolute amount of depreciation per decibel (th_ price

of quiet) can be defined as

difference in total noise discount

(6) D-
difference in noise exposure

Dividing D by the price of the basic house, the percentage rate of

depreciation or noise depreciation index (NDI) is defined as 6

D

(7) _Z - • lO0

I Property Value

I dlfferenoe in total percentage depreelatlon

r difference in noise exposuref
I The NDI is a measure of the noise sensitivity of the housing market

; expressed in terms of the marginal rate of depreciation per decibel

over some given interval of noise exposure. It is also equal to

the ratio of the price of quiet to the price of the basle house. For

example, suppose that two properties differ in value by $1,000 and the

difference in noise exposure is i0 decibels. If the price of the basic

house is $20,000, then the NDZ would be

NDI = $1t000/10
$20,000 ' 100 = 0.5 percent

or a one-half percent discount (premium) for each decibel increase

(decrease) in noise exposure.

The range of noise depreciation indlces in Table 4. 7 is about 0.50

_o i.i0 percent. Taking a simple average of eight estimates yields a

mean noise depreciation index of about 0.67 percent:

6See A. A. Waiters, Noise and Prices (London: Oxford University
Press, 1975), pp. i02-05_
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TABLI 4.7

TA_AIt 5U)O/AItyOF SELI_T_D AIRCRAFT_OI_E-PEOPE_tI_f VALUEaI_DXU

AraaCI_ lla_mI Pollution

_utho_ 8_ud_d L Y_r _DU_Q Typo o_ DACa N_ _ _ _8

DTfie[l _ia rfs_iico* nP 25 to 4S for Ce.suJ Cract dMta Jnd aisul- ExplAna[ory variab2as includo SJsnifLcant (90 parceat lavtl) 8n
(1_3) 1970 1_70o _ouQ _|tt- _d lind viluas _B_mSj_d to Jc_e,s_llty (at_appL._ ce_- _tsteo County _oLse ©oJr_Lcien_m

_a_ Jo|e_ 1_70 It:tam _ C_K Jlao the _r_c_ level. 5auple _lz_ _lr=p Lndu_trial at_es_ air- _end _o clu_ter J_ou_ -0.O0_ bu_
_=ployldo flo ad- of t2_ obse_v_cionJ fo_ Sa. i_ar_ cermlnal_, pub_tc schoolej rAn_a frD_ -0,_0_ to -0,034.

Ha_ propsr_y Jua_man_ _or nol_a H_eo County_ln _ho vLc_nfcy _,d _ho Can_l bu_Lness dl_- S_nt_ Clar_ County =o_f|lcia_|
v_lua_ _r8 _bo_ _h_nBholda in |ull of San F_.cisco 1n_a_a_Jon- _rL©_)p n_d_an n_. o_ p_opl_ ran_ _rm: -0,007 _o -0.01$j bu_
|27o600 _n4 _2110_0a I_=ple r_ra_otonl, _1 A_r_or_ a.d 190 Qb_rv_- p_ unl_l percen_ _o.whl_ d_ no_ clumtar around • _n_r_l
_e_pe_lvQ_y, t_o_s _or _anta CIAr_ _oun_y u._m_ ch_rac_r|a_|c_ of th_ v_l._. _uBBest_ _aiJ_ d_p_cl_-

_ar $H_ Jooa Hunic_p_l ALr- _er_ln_ dwall|nB uflitm pe_ ttu_ indexes _ra 0,5 _nd 017 pa_-
por_ _nd _toffec_ F_eld, _ a¢_. a.d _h_ Frop'_y _ax cen_ ranp_=_LwlyL b.c could _e
nav_ _lr _on, Dop_ndent ra_e. R_resl_ons pr_en_d Bra_r. T_i¢_l _2 |l LI_ r_e
va_ble L_ lo 8 oF i_o_n a_- for _1L s_mpl_ nnd _rct_on- 0.60 to 0._0.
_osa_d a_e V_I_D per Bqu_o cd s_mplas b_s_d on .oLs_
_oo_, lewtal proporLlon of sinsle-

(amtly _w_lLn_s_ _nd t_t_|
pro_r_y v_lu_.



T/_Lttb._ (Continued)

Area(m) Xolaa Pollutlen
Author 6tudied L Yesr qeaaure Typa o( Data Xodel Charactertat£©m HaJor PlndLnam

P_Lco Doocofll 1960 Go Hff 25 to 45 for ._e_au| tract dat_ a_eaned ao Zzpl_natory v_riablea Lnclud_ Price concluded thAtl for 1976o
(1974) 1970 197D. DEF vaiu_m _hl_ at _eaut 25 percen_ of the e_anSQ in the percent D! ihn dLffarenceB In rent_ 6atween

_ar each tract _ro tbn tota_ hou_|nB unlcB a_a non,Dice popL_ation from 1_60 a qulat re_ide_cm (HEr 25) afld •

Moon a_art_t _flC- Interpolated t_ th_ rafltai u_t_ (s_mpl_ aiz_ D_ Go _97D I perc_fl_ of nonwllit_ Co_parablf no|by o_e (_f _)
ai _ •b_uc $106 pa_ ne_reac HD_ unit. 270). Dependent wcl_bie _l in |_DD. percent of people would be _6_u_ $8._ per mon_b.
mo_ for _97D. Ko adJu_LmenC _or t_e percent chnnSe 1_ median ovo_ 65 In 19_O_ loft o_ _- The _veral_ mon£hl_ re_t wam _6ou_

threBh_ld noi_ cancrac_ ren_ from L96D _o dt_n _on_r_c_ rent _n 196Dl $_OO per _o_c_ in 1_70. Thio lm-
l_volo_ _910 _or _cc. diBt_nce t_ the _o_Dn centre| plL_ a nol_e depreciation of

6u|ine_ d|l_rict_ percent in- nhouc 0.83 pe_cent_ at _lJShtiy
_fc_ LrLiJl'u_ty t_ raid I |e_ for _of_ CQSC_y r_nt_ pro °
p_rc_n_ o_ hou#JnS unJ_B 6u|lc perci_u. Co,retted D2 lu D._D or
btt_e 1_301 percent _ bous|n B _e_ _n_ th_ _oige coefficient ||
uflL_s 6tlil_ ilnce _960_ _d _L_l[icant _ g_ percent Dr 6ot_
tile p_con_ o_ bou_ln_ unLto t_*
Ltl_t _e public b_ull_ unl_D.

t.n
C_

l_tesskavsU Torun_, 1969- _F 25 to ]6 for lnd/vidull housin6 ds¢l, ac- _xplAnAtory variablna /nc_ude f/n•1 re|ulEs are difficult CO
Ai3d 61p_ )_ 1_71 _l_l C_ _5 to _a_ ||la_ _o_ J_u_y 1966 _quaro _eet _fl 1oC_ nva_6_ lnC_rpra_ dllo to u_e af control
(19)5) 1_$ _orec_mt_ f_r tbrou_ June _97J. DAt_ _ra room oize0 loC iLzn: _quaro 6roupo. Pot _tobLcokej Lha to_

[qe_n propa_y 1_7S-76. DQ _dJult- deflated _o 1969 u|tnD • tlmQ _f both h_u_Q Ilza _nd lot _oLoe diacou_ _eil_Lvo Go _n
v_lual _rl _bo_ _enc for _h_e_hoid_ duuf. $_mplo BLze_ wry d_- _Lze_ _o. o_ _ed_o_m_f no. con_ro_ 6r_uP (_T 20) 6J _6.4
_6jO0O Jnd _51600 |n _l! _a_pla re- pendin_ nn c_n_rol 6roup_ bu_ af utl_llf roo_, no. o! blab- percent for D_P 2_ -6.6 p_r-
f_r Ni_a_mm_uDA A_ 6_a_iofloj D_C 611 obaarvatlllns ar_ av_||- man_ rooma0 an_ duMf ¥a_inb|_m cent fo_ _ff 3DI •fld -7°_ _e_-
_blcoka_ rn_pac- n_la_-frea reBrao- •ble tot Cb_ borough of Hlol- for 2S ad_Ltio_ ¢bor_ct_rLi- cent _or 14_ _5° 7hia 6mplle|
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Study Area ND__II

Minneapolls 0.58
!

San Francisco 0.50

i Sam Jose 0.70
i_i Boston 0.83

IJ Toronto 0.50

[ Washlnston, DC 1.10
Dallas 0.58

!i Rochester 0.55

Average 0,6675

L_

This estimate compares favorably with the simple average of 0.55

percent derived in the previous chapter. The fact that most earlier

studies do not control for aeeesslbillty effects does not appear to

_i have created significant bias toward zero in the NDI estimates. Indeed,

if anything, the results from earlier studies may reflect a negative

i:i! blas due to omitted variables for age and neighborhood (density) effects.
i

_

:,j 4.5 Comparison with Court Awards

_i_ The cost of an airspace easement is another indlca_or of the effectE_

÷; of aircraft noise on property values. McClure surveyed the data avail-

able on five airports and concluded that a hypothetical $24,000 house

(i,200 sq. ft., seven rooms, stucco) exposed to i00 PNdB or more would

be reduced in value by about $3,432. 7 Assuming Chat the easement award
g

is the estimated market value of the property right for 15-25 decibels,

than the NDI is 0,57 to 0,95 percent,

7p. T. MeClure, Indicators of the Effect of Jet Noise on the Value

of Real Estate, _-4117 (Santa Monica, Ca.: Rand Corporation, July

1969), pp. 2_-29. The five airports are Columbus, Ohio; Denver,
Colorado; Des Molnes, Iowa; Seattle, Washington; and Jacksonville,
Florida.

,_ 8Courts typically award damages only for noise exposure levels of
NEF 40 or more,
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; A more recent EPA report determined an average easement cost of $201.40

per unit change in NEF.9 Assuming in 1972 average property value of

$22,000 to $26,000 yimlds an NDI of 0.77 to 0.92 percent. The easement

cost data presented in McClure and the EPA report are broadly consis-

tent wdth the regression estimates developed in both present and past

statistical studies of residential property values. The slightly

hlgher NDI suggested by the easement cost data might be due to inclu-

sion of moving expenses, legal fees, or unwarranted compensation for

pain and sufferlng, I0 as well as the possibility of a higher NDI st

peak noise levels.

4.6 Specification Bias

The empirical results obtained in the present study are based on

models cha_ contain a handful of variables. The final regressions

contain no more than six s_gniflcant variables. Studies based on in-

dlvldual housing data (Emerson; Mieszkowski and gaper) typically employ

models with a do_en or more vardables, The coefficients of determlna-

tion in the present study are also slightly lower than expec=ed. II

The average R2 is 0.711 (excluding Boston), while the range was 0.611

to 0.762. Both the limited number of variables and low R2e suggest

that the regression estimates may be subject to specification bias.

9U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Noise Source Abatement

Technology and Cost Analysis Including Retrofittln_, NTID 73.5
(Washlng_on, D,C,: EPA, July 27, 1973), p. 4-6.

10Many lawyers and some courts seem to believe that losses in
_esldentlal market value and noise nuisance (pain and suffering)
are different types of damages. This is incorrect. Market value

represents the discounted present valet of the future stream of net heneflts
associated with a given property, including amenltyservices. Tbere

is no heels for counting damages twice through separate awards for taking
and for personal-lnjury claims.

lithe coefficlent of determination (R2) is the proportion of

variation in the dependent variable that can be attributed to R2
(explained by) variations in the set of explanatory varimbles. An
of 0.70 means that 70 percent of the variation in property valses is
explained by the independent variables.
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In a narrow sense, specification errors occur when the formulation

of the regression equation is incorrect. If, for example, a relevant

explanntory variable is omitted, then the remaining coefficient

i estimates _y he biased. The direction of the bias depends on the
• ii

sign of the omitted variable and the correlation between the omitted

_i and included explanatory variables. If the excluded variable is

!i not correlated with (hrthogonal to) an included varlablep then the

coefficient estimate for the included variable will be unbiased.

However, the eoefflcient's standard error estimate will contain an

upward bias and the usual tests of significance and confidence inter-

vals will be unduly conservative, i.e., the null hypothesis that b = 0
i

will not be rejected often enough.

The data and empirical results indicated that housing located in I

higher noise intervals (NEF 40-50) tends to be smaller and lower in

value (Table 4.8). The housing stock in noisy areas (NEF 30+) also

nontalns a greater proportion of rental units. Thus, it is possible

that the empirical results do not adequately reflect the value dlfferen-

tlsls assonla_ed with older, more crowded neighborhoods. The implica-

tion is =hat the noise coefficient is biased away from zero (more nega-

tlve) due to a positive correlation between the NEF variable and omitted

housing characteristics. If anything, therefore, the empirical results

tend to overstate the true effect of noise on residential values.

There are, however, no consistent patterns among the mean values

of the block varlables. Per example, in three cases (San Francisco,

Cleveland, San Diego), housing is significantly smaller in the NEF 20-30

eoat0urs when compared with either NEF 30-40 or NEF 40-50. In one case

(Cleveland), housing located at NEF 40-50 is significantly more resi-

dential. A number of cases exist where there are no significant

differences among the mean values. These comparisons, while admittedly

simple, suggest that specification h_as is Dot of major importance.

The diverse pattern of property values and housing conditions sug-

gests that the stability of the NEF coefficients is not due solely

to thanes alone. Nevertheless, the possibility of some specification

bias is surely present.
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TABLE 4.8

COMPARISON OF MEAN VALUES OF VARIABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL a'b

NEF 20-30 NEF 20-30 NEF 30-40
Compared Compared Compared

Mean of to to to

Variable NEF 30-40 NEF 40-50 N_F 40-50

! Property Value
Sign. greater 4 5 3

i else. lower 1 0 1
; NO difference 1 1 2

Rooms per Unit
Sign. greater 3 5 3
Sign. lower 2 1 2

No difference 1 0 1

Percent Owner-Occupied

Sisn. greater 4 3 3
"_ Sign. lower i i I

No difference 1 2 2

Percent Slack Population
Sign. greater 0 2 2

Sign. lower 0 8 0
No difference 6 4 4

Percent Si*bstandard PlumbJn_

Sign. greater 2 I 2
Sign..lower _ 0 1
No difference 3 5 3

asee the last table in each appeed/x for the actual mean values and
standard deviations. Entries in Table 4.7 Indica£e the number of

mean values that are significantly greater or lesser fore say, the
NEF 20-25 contour compared to NEF 30-40 contour.

bgmplrical results for Boston have been excluded from this table.
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4.7 Heteroskedasticit Z and k_gre_atton

Regression models of the sort presented in this study assume that

the variance of the disturbance term is constant (homoskedastie).

When dealing with cross-sectional microeeonomie data, the maaumption

i_ of homoskedasttcity is not very plausible on a priori grounds. For

example, it seems reasonable _hat there would be less variation in

property values at high noise levels than at low noise levels. At
]

high noise levels, the posslbili_y of annoyance is perceived more

accurately by homeowners, and the random variation of prqpert7 values

about the average level is therefore lower,

A nonuniform or hetermskedastic disturbance term does not bias

the coefficient estimates. IIowever, the standard error estimates are

biased downward. This means that the usual tests of significance and

confidence will be unduly optimistic, i.e., the probability of rejecting l

the null hypothesis that b ° 0 will be greater then that indlnated by

the chosen confidence level.

Grouping the date (aggregation) might reduce the amount of variation "i

present at lower noise levels. Unless ibm number of observations _s the !

same in every group, however, the disturbance term will scill be heteroske-

daatlc. Moreover, information contained in the sample is discarded

due to aggrega_iofl. That is, estimation based on group means discards

the information about the variation of the observations within each

group. Aggregation, therefore, does not necessarily solve a heteroske-

dastlclty problemand may result in a further loss of information.

The data employed in the present study are grouped according to

census blocks. While these blocks are fairly small observational

units, the number of residential properties in each block is not con-

stunt. As a rather simple check on he_eroskedastinity, we plotted the

estimated value of the dependent variable against _he estimated value

of the disturbance term for all final regressions. Although the esti-

mated residual is not the same as the _rue residual, they nan be used

as proxles, especlally if the sample size is sufficiently large.

In general, the graphical tests did not suggest the presence of

he_eroekedastlcity, but the small number of observations at very high
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and very low property values makes any conclusion on this issue some-

what tentative. Moreover, since we do not know the true disturbance

variance, there is no obvious way to transform the data so that the

disturbances in the transformed data are more nearly homoskedastlc.

4.8 Conclusion

The empirical analysis in this study addressed the problem of

measuring the effect of aircraft noise on residential property values.

In an attempt to hold airport accessibility constant_ the sampling

procedures exploited the elongated shape of aircraft noise contours

in the vicinity of seven major U.S. airports. We found that air-

craft noise is capitalized in housing prices and the coefflclent for

six individual airports (excluding Boston due to census measurement

errors) are stable about a weighted mean of -0.50 percent per decibel

change In NEF. Thus, a 5-decibel increase (decrease) in NEF would

reduce (increase) the value of a $24,000 home by $600, other factors
I_

remalninE constant. This estimate is robust, stable, and consistent

with earlier empirical investigations. The range of noise deprecia-

tion coefficients in the present study was about -0.3 to -1.0 percent

per decibel change in NEF.

When the observations for six individual airports were pooled to

fo_ a sample of 845 observations, the regressions yielded noise

coefficients of -0.40 and -0.48 percent. The addition df NEF slope

and intercept dummies produced estimates of -0.53 and -0.55 percent.

Farther, when the pooled sample was partitioned into two mile inter-

vals, the regression coefficients were stable about weighted means of

-0.46 percent and -0.55 percent. When the individual samples were re-

etrleted to blocks located one to four miles from the airport terminal,

the coefficients were stable around a weighted mean of -0.53 percent.

The tests for accessibility effects therefore suggest that some additional

controls may be necessary if bias is go be avoided in the estimation of

noise effects alone. The aggregate nature of the data and limited number

of explanatory variables should also be borne in mind.

12Comparlson of the double-log and linear models suggests that

the logarithmic transformation of the dependent variable does reduce
heteroskedastlclty.
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In spiteof some qualifications, the araount of bias in the present

study is relatively sma11, especially when compared to the range of

values for the indiv±dsal study areas. Both present and past empiri-

cal studies have frequently produced coe£flcient estimates in the

range -0.50 to -l.O percent. Apparently, much depends on the par-

.[_ titular combination of housing characteristics and noise levels

!_ _mployed, so the tests for accessibility effects may re_lect sampling

variations or incomplete controls for interurban differences. While

=he results from this and earlier studies should be interpreted w_th

. caution, there is little evidence that the noise coefficient exceeds

ii -I.0 percent in most areas and considerable evidence that suggests
_ a lower value as representative of most aircraft nolse-resldential

_ housing relationships.

!i
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APPENDIX A

SAN FRANCISCO F_IRICAL RESULTS

San Francisco is a relatively large, busy airport, ranking

iixth in annual average daily air carrier operations in 1972. Total

land area inside the airport boundary is 8.13 square miles.

Location. The San Francisco sample includes census blocks in

San Mated County, but excludes blocks that border on the state fish

and game refuse and the Bay. Some blocks were also included from

the South San Francisco Division southeast to Millbrae. The study

area is west and northwest of the main terminal and is under the noise

contours from runways 10K and 10L. The most remote areas are about

five miles from the main terminal (Figure A.I).

Sample Size. Data were collected for blocks contained in ii

census tracts (Table A.I). Blocks were excluded if they were near

or adjacent to special environmental features, such as parks, cemeteries,

or golf courses. For San Francisco, a total of 393 observations were

recorded. The net sample, with boundary restrictions on the NEF

variable, consisted of 333 blocks. Observations were then deleted if

information was missing, the block contained less than 50 percent

slngle-family residential units, or the blocks contained fewer than I0

slngle-family resldentdal units. The maximum sample sizes are 197

observations without the NEF boundary restrictions and 159 observations

with _he boundary restrictions.

Empirical Results. Initial empirical results for San Francisco

are presented in Tables A.2 and A.3; the results indicate that air-

craft noise has a negative effect on residential property values.

Moreover, the results are not sensitive to the model specification.

Whe, the tract variables are added (before 1939, centmal air conditioning),

there are only slight changes in the NEF-II coefficient value. This
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result suggests that it should he possible to include both tract

variables in the final regressions,

The simple correlations in Table A.3 are

NEF-II Before 1939 Cent. Air. toad.

LMPVAL -0.448* 0.053 0.165

NEF-II -- -0.104 0.188

Before 1939 ..... 0.229

where L_VAL is the natural log of the mean proper=y value and the asterisk

indicates statistical significance at the 90 percent confidence level.

The final regressions in Table A.4 incorporate the sampling restrlc-

tlon on the rooms and property value varlablns. The final sample size is

153 observations compared to 159 in Table A.3. When both tract variables

are employed, the NEF coefficient is -0.0058 and the corrected R2 is

0.6994. While this estimate is robust, the air conditioning variable has

am incorrect sign, suggesting that it may be capturing some of the

effect of aircraft noise. Six of the seven coefficients in this re-

gression are statistically slgnlfican_. The scatter plot of estimated

residuals contained no more than three outllers, which were located

close to the mean of the estl,mted dependent variable.

The mean property value for this sample is $29,686 (Table A.5),

while the simple correlation between property values and NEF levels

is -0.459 (Table A.6). Housing located in the intervals NEF

40-50 tends on average to be smaller, less residential, and lower in

value (Table A. 7).
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TABLE A.1

SAN FRANCISCO SAMPLE SIZE

Census Total Blocks Boundary a Net
.' Tract No. Included Excluslans Sample

• ii

6022 65 8 57
" I

,i! 6024 39 6 33

1 6025 19 4 15

! 6037 38 8 30.I
6039 30 3 27

6040 27 8 19

6041 61 8 53

6042 36 1 35

6044 25 1 24

6045 14 3 ll

6048 39 I0 29

Total 393 60 333

aBloeke near or adjacent to the actual NEF-25 or-30 contour lines or
within NEF 30 but adjacent to NEF 35.
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TABLE A.2

SAN FRANCISCO REGRESSIONS,
WITHOUT BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

Regression Coefficient (Student-C)

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 8.4785 8. 5928 8.3996 7.9298

(51.6258)* (35.4049)* (33.5456)* (30.6497)*

NEF-Z -0.0038 -O.0041 -0.0037 -0.0050

(2.1100)* (2:1986)* (2.0237)* (2.8910)*

Ln' ._eae Rooms 1.1093 1.1305 1.2648 1.1713

per Onlt (14.6311)* (13.6492)* (13.1007)* (12.7462)*

Ln Percent -- -0.0323 -0.0426 0.1041

Owner-Occupled (0.6406) (0.8545) (1.8711)*

Percent Black ..... 0.0085 -0.0053

PopulaClon (2.6035)* (1.7110)*

Percent Sub .........

n_and. Plumbing
iJ
i_ Percent Built ...... 0.0036

i" Before 1939 (5.3888)*

i_ Percent Central ....... 0. 0084

Air Conditioning (1.0154)

_2 0.5981 0.5969 0.6086 0.6590

p 146.8615 97.7468 77.1994 64.1339

SEE 0 •1103 0 •1104 0.1088 0 •1016

Dnt (X'X) 0.8305 0.5908 0.4019 0.2267

Na 197 197 197 197

• Significant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-tailed t-test.
! Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

:: Sample size (N) excludes blocks wlth less than 50 percent and fewer

than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled housing units.

i
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TABLE A.3

SAN FRANCISCO REGRESSIONS,
WZTH BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

fill

Regression Coefficient (Student-t)

Variable (l) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 8.'4538 8.1871 8.3444 8.1092

(29.2400)* (29.6056)* (27.3029)* (27.8636)*

NEF-ZI -0.0050 -0.0066 -0.0048 -0.0064
(2.4903)* (3/4605)* (2.4093)* (3.3770)*

Ln'Mean Rooms 1.1730 1.0864 1.1788 1.0917

per Unit (11.1328)* (10.8262)* (11.1814)* (10.8500)*

Ln Percent -0.0105 0.0864 0.0140 0.1051

0wner-0ccupled (0.1797) (1.4992)* (0.2227) (1.6951)*

Percent Black -0.0096 -0.0061 -0.0093 -0.0060
Population (2.0867)* (1.3999)* (2.0245)* (1.3598)*

Percent Sub- 0.0051 0.0005 0.0050 0.0005

stand. Plumbing (0.9074) (0.0920) (0.8923) (0.0899)

Percent Built -- 0.0034 -- 0.0034
_efore 1939 (4.7390)* (4.6691)*

Percent Central ..... 0.0109 -0.0081
Air Conditioning (1.0978) (0.8657)

_2 0.6083 0.6564 0.6088 0.6559

F 50.0671 51.3171 41.9794 44.0207

SEE 0.1082 0.1013 0.1081 0.1014

Dc_ (X'X) 0.3784 0.2860 0.3027 0.2278

159 159 159 159

*SIBnlflcant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-talled t-test.
Dependent variable Ss Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks wi_h less than 50 percentand fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupied housing uni=s.
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;i
TABLE A.4 _

SAN FRANCISCO REGRESSIONS,
WII_{ NEF AND SAMPLING RESTRICTIONS

[

ml

;i Regression Coefficient (Student-t) ii

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 8.'1376 7.8747 7.9727 7.7402
(27.5459)* (28.1774)* (25,3280)* (26.0961)*

_-_ I -0.0044 -0. 0060 -O.0041 -0.0058
(2.2548)* (3.2957)* (2.1187)* (3.1549)*

L_'Mean Rooms 1.1824 1.0910 1.1671 1.O962

per Unit (11.5385)* (11.2529)* (11.6248)* (11.3268)*

L_ Percent 0.0518 0.1518 O.0894 0.1819

_er-Oceupled (0.8457) (2.5130)* (1.3518)* (2.8258)*

Percent Black -0.O100 -0,0063 -0.0095 -0.0060

Population (2.2335)* (1.5031)* (2.1450)* (1.4344)*

Percent Sub- 0.0068 0.0020 0.0068 0.0021

ocand. Plumblns (1.2711) (0.3925) (1.2743) (0.4052)

Pnrccnc Built -- 0.0035 -- 0.0035

Before 1939 (4.9422)* (4.8789)*

Pezcenc Central ..... O.0142 -0.Ol19

A_.¢ Condltlonln8 (1.4738)* (1.3276)*

_2 0*6497 0.6978 0.6524 0.6994

F 57.3740 59.5015 48.5549 61.5194
!

SEE O.1034 0.0960 O.1030 0.0958

DeC (X_X) 0.3637 0.2758 0.2843 0.2150
!i

NA 153 153 153 153

_SIBni£1oant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-tailed _-tesC.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

eSemple size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
Chae IO slngle-family, ownor-occupi'ed housing units. Only those

blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
values.

L,
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TABLE A •5

DESCRIPTION OF SAN FRANCISCO VARIABLES

(Sample Slze N - 153)a

Standard
Variable Mean Deviation Minimum Hax_um

Hean Property $29,686b $5,198 $19,323 $41,250
Value (1)

NEF-II (2) 31.797 5.053 25.000 45.000

Mean Rooms 5.753 0.711 4.500 8.300
per Unit (3)

Percent Owner- 83.354 12.973 50.000 100.000
Occupied Unlcs (4)

Percent Black 0.717 2.274 O.00O 15.951
Populntlon (5)

Percent Sub- 0.382 1.584 0.000 Ii.iii

.tend. Plumbing (6)

_e_cent Built 9.580 12.603 0.313 46.192
, _eforn 1939 (7)

_ereent Central 1.253 0.978 0.000 3.451

_r Conditioning (S)
,m,

_Saeple size (N) exaludes blocks wlth less than 50 percent end fewer
than i0 single-family, owner-occupied housing units. Only those
blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
Values.

bThe mean property value for 356 blocks in the i0 tracts listed in
Table A.I was $28,014 (based on printed block statistics).
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TABLE A.6

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIOZ_SFOR
SAN FRANCISCO VARIABLES

[i (Sample Slze N _ 153)a

5
?

Vazi-

i_J ubleb (21 (3) C4) C5) (61 (7) (81

,: _ (l) -0.459* 0.789* 0.489* 0.317" -0.023 0.042 0.172

_' (2) -- -0.412" -0.459* -0.126 -0.023 0.288* -0.141

(3) -- 0.526* 0.539* -0.116 -0.162 0.279*

(4) -- 0.204 -0.132 -0.408* 0.455*

(5) u -0.075 -0.172 O.171

_: (6) -" 0•206 -0.074

(7) -- -0.220

:' _Stgniftcanc ac the 90 percent confidence level.

.... aSample size (g) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
;_ thsh I0 single-family, owner-occupied housing units. Only those

blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
ValUeS.

._ bForalisting of the varlables, see Table A.5. Variables (i), (3),
and (4) are in natural loss.
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TABLE A.7

MEAN VALUES OF SAN FRANCISCO VARIABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL

Mean of NEF Xncerval
Variable

, I (St. Dev,) 25-30 30-40 40-50

PropeC_y Value $29,629 $30,845 $23,109

(2,232)* (5,029) (3,985) *a

Eoo_s per Unit 5.728 5.899 4.947

(0,151)* (0,742) (0,342) *a

Percent Owner- B8,132 84'.8E0 68.312

Occupied Unins (7,080)* (12.269) (12.910) *a

Percent Black 0,814 0,786 0.192

Popula=tou (1,304) (2,611) (0.39E)* a

Percent SubsCan- 0.000 0,525 0.067
dmrd Plumbing ( -- )* (1.856) (0.290)*

NEF-II 25.000 31.560 42.105

NO. of 0be. 25 109 19

= ,,

Mean value for thls interval _s slEnlflcantly different at the 90

pereen_ confidence level from the mean value for the Interval NEF
30-40.

aMeae value for thls interval is s_gn_flcantly different at the 90
percent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 25-30.
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APPENDIX B

BOSTON _fPIRICAL RESULTS

'_ Boston (Logan) is a relatively large, busy airport, ranking tenth

in annual average daily air carrier operations in 1872. Total land

area inside the alrpor= boundary is 3.72 square miles.

Lonatlon. The _oston sample includes cens.s blocks _n the areas

known as Chelsea. Revere, Everett, and Maldenp but excludes blocks

near the rivers and Boston harbor. The study area is northwest of the

main terminal and is under the noise contours from runways 15L and 22R.

The most remote areas are about five miles from the main terminal

(Figure B.I)

Sample Size. Data were collected for blocks contained in 12
h

: census tracts (Table B.I). Blocks were excluded if they were near or

adjacent to special environmental features such as parks, apartment

complexes, railroad tracks, highways, and rivers. Fsr Boston, a total

i, of 393 observations were recorded. The net sampln, with boundary

_. restrictions on the NEF variable, consisted of 312 blocks. Observations

:_ were then deleted if information was missing, the block con=alned less

than BO percent slngle-family residential units, or the blocks contained

fewer than i0 slngln-family residential units. The maximum sample

sizes are ISS observations wlthou_ the boundary res_rlctlons and 154

observations with the boundary restrictions. These restrictions also

reduced the noise levels in the Boston sample to only three possible

values, NEF 25, 30, and 35,

Empirical Results. The best empirical results for Boston are

presented in Table B.2; the results indicate that aircraft noise has

a nesatlve effect on residentlal property values. The resresslon fi_s

the data very poorly, althou@h three of the six variables in regression

(4) are statlstlcally slgnlflcsnt, The poor fir is due to the inslgni-

i fiaant effect of the rooms v_riable| Indeed, the simple csrrelatlon

i
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between the rooms variable and pcoperty values is negative. When the

sampling res_rlctlon on property values was added, the sample size

fell from 154 observations to only 50 observations. This suggests

ths_ measurement errors are present for the rooms variable.

, In addition to this problem, the tract variable for the age of

housing (before 1939) was highly correlated wloh the NEF variable and

the other independen_ varlable. It was necessary to omit this traco

variable from the final regressions due to a colllnearlty problem.

The Boston s_mple apparently is made up of older, larger houses which

are situated close to the airport. Because of these problems, the

I empirical results in Tahle _°2 sheuld be used with oautiono
i

The mean property value for this sample is $22,857 (Table B,3),

I while the simple correlation between property values and NEF levels

I is -0.341 (Table B.4). Housing located in the intervals NEF 30-40
tends on average to be larger, less residentla_ and lower in value

(Table B.5).
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I
i TABLEB.I
I

BOSTONSAMPLESIZE

Census Tn_al Blocks Boundary Nec
Tracc No. Included Excluslonsa Sample

3421 SO 7 43

3422 72 20 52

3423 25 0 25

3424 12 0 12

34263425 1940 1310 3061604 8 0 8

I 1605 31 17 14

! 1606 38 5 33
1701 37 6 31

I 1702 17 3 14

1703 44 0 44

Total 393 81 312

' aBlocks near or adjacent to _he actual NEF-25 or-30 contour llnes or
: with_n NEF 30 bug adJacen_ to NEF 35.
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TABLE B.2

BOSTON REGRESSIONS, NITH
BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONSON NRF VARIABLE

• i

T

'il Regresslon Coefflclont (Student-t)

_ Varlablc (i) (2) (3) (4)

!_ Constang 10.6354 10.057'1 10.0647 9.9912

(38.9848)* (23.9505)* (23.8447)* (23,3327)*
_f

ii NEF-II -0.0129 -O.Ol10 -0.0095 -0.0084
_ (3.8622)* (3.0000)* (2.5158)* (2.1693)*

_: Ln _can Rooms -0.1416 -O.1210 -O.1389 -0.1097

_; per Unit (0.8505) (0.7300) (0.8286) (0.6504)

Ln Peccent -- O.1110 O.1127 0.1057

,; Owner-Occupied (1.7684)* (1.7640)* (1.6531)*

Percent 51ack ..... 0,0042 -0.0029

" Population (0.7302) (0.5082)

Percent Sub- - .... 0.0017 -0.0013
stand. Plumbing (0.4532) (0.3551)

Percent Built .......
Before 1939

Percent Central ..... 0.0202
Alr Conditioning (1.3233)*

,)

_2 0.1089 0.1213 O.1143 0.1187

F 10.3510 8.0402 4.9478 4.4359

SEE 0.1406 0.1396 0,1401 O.1398

Dot (X_X) 0.8699 0.7270 0.6073 0.4913

Na 154 154 154 154 :

_Signtficant n_ the 90 percen_ confidence level, one-tailed t-test.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value,

aSample slze (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 perceng and fewer
than i0 slngle-famlly, owner-occupled houslng unite.
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TADL_ B.3

DESCRIPTION OF BOSTON VARIABLES

(Sample Size N = 154)a

Standard

Variable Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum

Mean Property $2_,857 b _3.423 $15,000 $33,281
Value (i)

NEF-II (2) 27.955 3.643 25.000 35,000

_ Mean Rooms
per Unit (3) 5,790 0.432 4.900 7.400

Percent Owner-

Oeeepled Units (4) 69,986 13.860 50.000 100.000

Percent Black 0,472 2.091 0.000 18,841

Population (5)

• Percent Sub- 1,872 3.180 0.000 13.636

stand. Plumbing (6)

Percent Built 59.251 20.364 32.263 94.326

Before 1939 (7)

Percent Central 0.945 0.824 0.000 2.122

Air Conditioning (8)

aSsmple size (M) excludes blocks wi_h less than 50 percent asd fewer
_han 10 slngle-famlly, owner-occupled housing units.

bThe mean property value for the 393 blocks in the 12 tracts listed
in Table B.I was $21,556 (based on printed black statistics).
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:: TABLE S.4
{!'

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS FOR
,: BOSTON VARIABLES

':i (Sample Size N - 154) a

,J

II

: :i Varl-

;! able b (2) (3) (41 (5) (6) (7) (8)

?! ,
'i (i) -0,341 e -0.182 0.264" -0.124 -0.131 -0.426" 0.248"

_: (2) -- 0.361' -0.400* 0.256* 0.245* 0.798* -O.383"

_I (3) -- -0.204 0.006 0.O13 0.348* -0.236

_! (4) _ -0.002 -0.194 -0.369" 0.222

ii (5) -- 0.147 0.255* -0.229

(6) -- 0.321" -0.1714,

Y! (7) -- -o.6oi*
it

_! Signlf_cant at the 90 pereen_ confidence level.

[ ' [ii asample slze (N) excludes blocks with less _han 50 percent and fewer
II than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled housln S units.

i_ bFO¢ a listing of _he variables, see Table B.3. Variables (i), (3)i
_.i and (4) are in natural logs.
!5

i-
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TABLE B.5

MEAN VALUES OF BOSTON VARIABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL

' Mann of NEF Interval
Variable
(St. Dev.) 25-30 30-40 40-50

Property Value $23,876 $21,602 --
(3,435)* (2,980)

Rooms per Unit 5.655 5.957
(0,374)* (0.442)

Percen_ Owner- 74.139 64.871 --
Occupied Units (13.494)a (12.617)

Percent Black 0.045 0.998 --
Population (0.417)* (3.019)

Percent Subs_an- 1.179 2.726 u

dard Plumbing (2.575)* (3.637)

NEF-I_ 25.000 31,594 --

No, of Obs. 85 69 --

Mean value for this interval is slgalflcan_ly different at the 90

: i pmrocn_ confidence level from the mann value for the interval NEF
30-40.
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APPENDIX C i

CLEVELAND EMPIRICAL RESULTS !
]

Cleveland is a medium-sized airport, ranking seventeenth in

annual average daily air carrier operations in 1972. Total land

area inside the airport bounder/ is 2.30 square miles.

Location. The Cleveland sample includes census blocks in

the areas known as River Edge and Linndale. The study area is

bisected by Interstate Highway 1-71 in the south and by State

Highway i0 in the north. Special care was taken to exclude blocks

near these hlHhways and other important transportation facilities

(major streets, railroad tracks). Blocks located near parks and

playgrounds were also excluded. The study area is northeast of

the main te_mlnal and is under the noise contours from runways

23R and 23L° The moat remote areas are about.five miles from the

main terminal (Figure C.l).

Sample Size. Data were collected for blocks contained in

i iI census tracts (Table C.l). For Cleveland, a total of 267 ob-

servatlons were included. The net sample, with boundary reetrle-

floes on the NEF variable, consisted of 207 blacks. Observations

were then deleted if information was missing, the block contained

less than 50 percent single-family residential units, or the block

contained fewer than 10 single-family residential units. The maximum

sample sizes are 246 observations without the NEF boundary restrictions

and 197 observations with the boundary restrictions.

Empirlcal Results. Initial empirical results for Cleveland are

presented in Tables C.2 and C.3; the results indicate that aircraft

noise has a negative effect on residential property values. However,

the empirical results are sensitive to the model specification. When

the tract variables are added (before 1939, central air conditioning),

the _EF-IZ coefficient is no longer statistically significant. This

result appears to be due to the amount of correlation among the tract
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variables and the NEF variable, The simple correlations in Table
i

C. 3 are i

NEF-II Before 1939 Cent. Air Cond.

LMPVAL -0.204 0.598* 0,102 [

NEF-II -- -0. 347* -0,387* !

Before 1939 .... 0.038

where LMPVAL is the natural log of the mean property value and the

asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 90 percent confidence

level.

The final regressions in Table C.4 incorporate the sampling restric-

tions on the rooms and property value variables. The final sample size

is 185 observatiuns compared to 197 in Table C.3. The NEF coefficient

is still sensitive to the model specification which incorporates the

tract variable for central air conditioning. The NEF coefficient

for regression (4) is only -0.0029 compared to -0.0069 in regression

(2). While the former regression has been chosen as the final result,

it should be recognized that the Cleveland estimat_ may be subject

to multicollinearity problems. Six of the seven coefficients in re-

gression (4) are statistically significant. The scatter plo_ of

estimated residuals contained no more than two outliers, which were

located close to the mean of the estimated dependent variable.

The mean property value for this sample is $20,898 (Table C.5),

while the simple correlation between property values and NEF levels

is -0.301 (Table C.6). Housing located in _he intervals NEF 40-50

tend_ on average to be smaller, less residential, and lower in value

(Table C.7).
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TABLE C,1

CLEVELAND SAMPLE SIZE

/ Census Totol Blocks Boundary o Net
Tract No, Included Exclusions Somple

1231 16 12 4

1232 19 7 12

1234 19 0 19

1235 38 20 18

1236 27 1 26

1237 25 0 26

1238 12 0 12

1239 24 6 18

1242 30 4 26

1243 35 8 27

1245 21 2 19

Total 267 60 207

aBlooks near or adjacent to th8 actual NEF-25 or-30 contour lines or
IrlthlnNEF 30 but adjacent to NEF 35,
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TABLEC. 2

CLEVELANDREGRESSIONS, WITHOUT
BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

: Regression Coefficient (S_udenc-C)

Variable (I) (2) (3) (4)

Con_nnC 8,1195 6 6087 6.6678 7.4739

(48.9447)* (24.1106)* (24.7520)* (36.0430)*

NEF-I -0.0007 -0.0035 -0.0036 0.0008
(0.4844) (2.4460)* (2.5814)* (0.6888)

Ln'Mean Room_ 1.O751 1.1589 1.1515 1,0390
per USiC (12.4134)* (14.3416)* (14.4993)* (13.6742)*

; L_ Pcrcen_ -- 0.3273 0.3210 0.1351

Ow_ar-Oceupled (6.6406)* (6.6296)* (3.4387)*

P_rcent Black ..... 0.0058 0.0003
Population (0.7710) (0.0428)

Percent Sub ...... 0.0119 -0.0101

s_nd. Plumbln8 (3.3640)* (3.8314)*

P_re_nc Built ....... 0.0016
_ BQfore 1939 (4.2110)*

Parcenc Central ...... 0.0294

_r Condlnlosin8 (10.9697)*

_2 0.4002 0.4906 0.5100 0.7318

F 82.7383 79.6409 52.0032 96.5693

SEZ 0.1182 0.1089 0,1068 0.0790

Dot (X'X) 0.9490 0.8266 0.8162 0.2797

_in 246 246 246 246

*$_8nificauc at the 90 percent confidence level, one-called c-test.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less _han 80 percent and fewer
then I0 slngle-family, owner-0ccupled housing units.

r
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TABLE C.3

CLEVELAND REGRESSIONS, {;l'rH
BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

...... iii i

ReEresslon Coefflclenc (S_uden_-t)

Variable (I) (2) (3) (4)

Ccns_nn_ 8.3776 7 5668 7.6267 7.8545
(51.8887)* (23.7791)* (24,5899)* (31,4133)*

NEF-II -0.0022 -0.0033 -0.0034 70.0010
(1.4645)* (2.2253)* (2.3553)* .(0.7727)

Ln'Heae Rooms 0.9547 1.0058 1.O033 1.0054
pe¢ Un1_ (11.3055)* (11.8834)* (12.1734)* (12.0240)*

Ln Peroee_ -- 0.1708 0.1625 0.O821

Owner-Occupled (2,9377)* (2.8682)* (1.7197)*

PereenR Black ..... 0.0030 0.0007
Population (0.3286) (0.0970)

Peceee_ Sub...... 0.0127 -0.0118
etand. Plumblng (3.5707)* (4.1106)*

Pereen_ Built ....... 0.0015
_eforn 1939 (4.0875)*

Percent Central ...... 0.0249
Air Conditioning (7.6069)*

,, ,, ,,, ,,,

_2 0.4163 0.4384 0,4681 0.6572

F 70.8892 51.9948 35.4958 54,6691

SEE 0.1032 0.1012 0.0985 0,0791

D_t (X_X) 0.9621 0.8368 0.8302 0.3246

Na 197 197 197 197

_$1gnlfl=ce_ at the 90 percent confidence level, one-_alled t-test,
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

asample size (N) excludes blocks wl_h less than 50 percen_ and fewer
than 10 stngle-famtly,owne_-occupted housing units.

J
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TABLE C.4 i

CLEVELAND REGRESSIONS, WITH
NEF AND SAMPLING RESTRICTIONS

m m ,,,

,i ReEresslon Coefficient (Student-t)

_i Varlnble (i) (2) (3) (4)

!_ Consl:an_ 7.7647 7.8496 7.8081 7.8565
!i (23.5724)* (25.8506)* (27.6168)* (28.8873}*

NE_-II -0.0053 -0.0069 -0.0013 -0.0029

h (3.8568)* (5,2962)* (1.0169) (2,2695)*

_ Ln' Mean Rooms 0.9698 1,2111 0.8194 1.0003

per UniC (12.6341)* (14.73B0)* (ii_9686)* (12.4970)*

Ln Percent 0.1591 0.0741 0.1555 0.1007

Owuer-Oceapled (2.5960)* (1.2706) (2.9568)* (1.9229)*

Pnr_en_ Black 0.0041 -0.0069 0.0021 0.0007

Popula_ion (0.4981) (0.0914) (0.2984) (0.1041)

Percent Sub- -0.0114 -0.0098 -0.0121 -0.0109

i, =_n_Id. Plumbing (3.4624)* (3.2095)* (4.2776)* (3.9973)*

!] Percnn_ Built -- -0.0022 -- -0.0014.,
Before 1939 (5.7563)* (3.9684)*

Pe_cnn_ Central .... 0.0254 0.0214

A_¢ Condltlonlns (8.0658)* (6.7001)*
,, ,,,,

_2 0.5260 0.5982 0.6510 0.6777

F 41.8445 46.5629 58.1921 56.2614

SEE 0.0894 0.0823 0.0767 0.0737

De_ (X'X) 0.8313 0.4816 0.6181 0.3220

N a 185 185 185 185

eS18ni_inant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-_ailed _-ten¢.
•Dependent variable Is Ln mean property value.

asample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
_han I0 slnslc-family , owner-occupled hous_n E units. 0nly those

blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
values.
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TABLE C,5

DESCRIPTION OF CLEVELAND VARIABLES
(Sample Size N _ 185)a

Standard
Variable Mean Dev_atlon Hin_mum Maximum

Mean Property
Value (1) $20,898b $2,787 $15,703 $30,125

NEF-II (2) 33.892 5.026 25.000 45.000

Mean P_o_

per Unlc (3) 5.528 0.510 4.500 7.200

Percent Owner-
Occupied Units (4) 89.255 9.418 51.923 100.O00

Percent Black

Population (B) 0.090 0.803 0.000 10.000

Percent Sub-
a_und. Plumbing (6) 1.141 2.007 0.000 8.333

Percent Built
Before 1939 (7) 29.868 21.296 12.476 79.737

t Percent CentralAir Conditioning (8) 3.689 2.081 1.383 9.815

! aBample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled housing units. Only those
blocks are included where at leas_ 80 percent of the units reported
values.

bThe mean property v_lue for 338 blocks in the nine tracts listed in

i Table C.I was $21,603 (based on printed block star,silts).
4
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TABLE 0.6

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS FOR
CLEVELAND VARIABLES

(Sample Size N - 185)a

Vari-

,ble b (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (S)

(I) -0.301" 0.679* -0.091 -0.028 -0.i77 0.177 0.589*

(2) -- _0.205 0.264* -0.050 -0.026 -0.324* -0.427*

(3) -- -O.280, -0.028 0.003 0.572* 0.336*

(4) -- -0.006 -0°063 -0.395* -0.166

(5) -- -0.042 -0.057 -O.OB4

(6) -- 0.092 0.041

(7) -- 0.066

eSIgnlfleant at the 90 percent confidence level.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less _han 50 percenc and fewer
than 10 slngle-family_ owner-occupied housing units. Only those

blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
values.

bpor a listing of the varlables, see Table C.5. Variables (i). (3),
and (4) ere in nstural logs.
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TABLE C. 7

MEANVALUES OF CLEVELANDVARZABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL

Jl

Mean of NEF Interval
Variable
(SO. Dev.) 25-30 30-40 40-50

Property Value $21.702 $21,150 $19,335 ,
(3,448) (2,747) (1,706) a

Roo_par Onic 5.450 5.611 5.252 ,
(0.383)* (0.538_ (0.357) a

Ps_ccs_ Owner- 84.683 , 8K.922 9_.875 L
Occupied Units (10.094) (9.767) (4.482) "a

Percent Bl_ck 0.022 0.126 0.000
PopulaCfon (0.107) (0.963) ( -- )

Percent Subecan- 1.423 1.129 0.980

dard Plumbing (2.265) (2.000) (1.874)w

_TEF-IZ 25.000 33.594 41.515

_O. of Obs. 24 128 33

us,

Mean value for ch_s interval ±s slgnlflcancly different at the 90 per-
¢enC confldenee level from the mean value for the interval NEF 30-40

(large sample test).

°Mean value for this ihCerval is sfgntftcancly df£ferent aC the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 25-30

(large sample Cesc).
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• i_ APPENDIX D

_ ST. LOU_S _24PIRICAL RESULTS

St. Louis is a medlum-slzed airport, ranking thirteenth in annual

average daily air carrier operations in 1972. Total land area inside

the airport boundary is 2.89 square miles,

Location. The St. Louis sample includes census blocks in the

iJ areas known as Berkeley, Ferguson, and Kinloch. The study area is

_: east of the main terminal and is affected by noise from runways 30R,

30L, and 24. The most remote areas are about four miles from the

: main terminal (Figure D.I).

/:i Sample Size. Data were collected f0r _locks located in five can-

!' sus tracts (Table D.I). Blocks were excluded if they were near or

. adjacent to major environmental features, major transportation fasill-

ties, or commercial developments. For St. Louis. a total of 258 obser-

i vatlons were recorded. The net sample, with boundary restrictions on

! the NEF variable, consisted of 207 blocks. Observations were then

"_ deleted if information was missing, the blocks contained less than

50 percent slnBle-family residential units, or the block contained

fewer than i0 slngle-family residential units. The maximum sample

sizes are 197 observations without NEF boundary restrictions and 149

observations with the boundary restrictions.

Empirical Results. Initial empirical results for St. Louis are

presented in Tables D.2 and D.3; the results indicate that aircraft

noise has a negative effect nn property values. However, the empirical

results are sensitive to the model spec_flcatlon. When the tract vari-

ables are added (before 1939_ central slr conditioning), the NEF-II

coefficient declines in value or is no longer statistically significant.

This rssult appears to be due to the amount of correlation among the

tract variables and the NEF variable. The simple correlations in Table

D.3 are

D-I
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NEF-II Before 1939 Cent. Air. Cond.

LMPVAL -0. 511" -0.615" O. 799*

NEF-II -- 0.673* -0.617"

Before 1939 ..... 0.844*

where L_VAL is the natural log of the mean property value and the

asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 90 percent confi-

dence level.

In addition to this colllnearlty problem, the results reflect the

very low property values observed in tract 2120, a tract which is

adjacent to the airport. The average property value in this tract

wan only $9,950 and the average number of rooms is only 4.8. The

minimum property value in Table D.3 is $4,400 and the minimum number

of rooms is 3.9.

Table D.4 presents the regressions which incorporate the sampling

restrictions o_ the rooms andproperty value variables. The sample size

is 149 observations compared to 185 in Table D.3. When both tract

variables are employed, the NEF coefficient is -0.0044 and the corrected

R2 is 0.8638. The results with this sample are still not very robust

as _he NEF coefficient is only weakly significant or insignificant

when the tract variables are employed.

Table D.5 presents the regressions which incorporate the sampling

restrictions and also exclude all observations from tract 2128. The

sample size is now reduced to 113 observations compared to 149 observa-

tlons in Table D.4. When both tract variables are included, the NEF

coefficient is -0,0051 and the corrected R2 is 0.7247. This estimate

le still sensitive to the model specification, but only when air

conditioning is _he only tract variable included. We therefore

choose regression (4) as the final result and employ an NEF coefficient

of -0.0051 for St. Louis, Six of the seven ooefflclents in this

regression are statistically significant. The scatter plot of estimated

residuals contained two outllers, one toward each end of the range of

estimated values for the dependent variable,
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The mean property value for this sample is $16,411 (Table D.6),h

,J while the simple correlatlon betwoen property values and NEF levels is

_i -0.390 (Table D.7). Houslng located in the intervals NEF 30-40 and

ii 40-50 tends on averase to be smaller and lower in value (Table D,8).
;v
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T_LE D. 2

ST. LOUIS REGRESSIONS, NITHOUT
BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

i

ReBresslon Coefficient (Student-t)

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

Cone_anC 6.2813 3.5072 5.8592 5.9334
(20.2115)* (8,2630)* (16.5688)* (17,1284)*

_F-X -0.0097 -o.0066 -0.0047 -0.0006

(3.2559)* (2.4634)* (2.4711)* (0.2726)

Ln'Hsan Rooms 2.1323 1.6963 1.3956 1.3130

per Us_C (13.7358)* (11.2850)* (12;9144)* (10.8214)*

La _eraen_ -- 0.7255 0.3607 0.3190
Owner-0ccupled (7.2784)* (4.8545)* (4.3434)*

Percent Black ..... 0.0037 -0.0029
Pepula_lon (11.3311)* (7.5751)*

Percent Sub...... 0.0036 -0.0031

a_nd, Plumbing (2.8896)* (2.4404)*

Percen_ Butl_ ....... 0.0015
Before 1939 (0.8977)

Pereen_ Central ...... 0.0046
A_r Condl_ionleg (2.2352)*

_2 0.6045 0.6801 0.8490 0.8566

150.7897 145.1174 221.4113 168.2086

SEE 0.2266 0.2012 0.1400 0.1364

Beg (X°X) 0.7950 0.5891 0.2690 0.019_

NA 197 197 197 197

*$tSnlfleon_ a_ the 90 percent confidence level, one-called _-_es_.
Dependent variable is Ln me_n propecCy value.

aSample s_ze (N) excludes blocks wlch less than 50 percen_ and fewer
than i0 single-£nmlly, owner-occupied housing uniCs.
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TABLE D,3

ST. LOUIS REGRESSIONS, WITH
BOUNDARy RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

l i

ReEression Coefficient (S_udent-t)

Variable (i) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 6.1356 3.8046 5.8223 5.8497

(16.4501)* (6.6967)* (13.3694)* (13.6292)*

NEF-II -0,0087 -0.0065 -0.0063 -0.00_2

(2,5242)* (2.1361)* (2.8650)* (1.4806)*

Ln'Mean Rooms 2.2000 1.6946 1.3371 1.2046

per Unit (12.0236)* (9.4367)* (10.0835)* (8.0301)*

Ln Percent _ 0.7710 0.4048 0.3813

Owner-0ccupled (6.4729)* (4.4382)* (4.1780)*

Pczeent Black .... 0.0036 -0.0029

Population (9.3046)* (6.2453)*

Percent Sub ...... 0.0037 -0.0036

utand. Plumbing (2.5549)* (2.4250)*

Percent Built ...... 0.0017

Berate 1939 (0.7775)

Percent Central ...... 0.0063

Ai_ Condi_iontng (2.2938)*

_2 0.6234 0.7058 0.8527 0.8570

F 123.4999 119.3633 172.3028 127.7307

SEE 0.2361 0.2086 0.1477 O.1455

De_ (X'X) 0.7371 0.5243 0.2147 0.0182

Na 149 149 148 149

*Sisnlflcant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-tailed t-teat.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than 10 single'family, owner-occupied housing units.
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TABLE D.4

ST. LOUIS REGRESSIONS, WITH
NEF AND SAMPLING RESTRICTIONS

Regression Coefficient (Studen=-t)

• Vsrlable (I) (2) (3) (4)

I Cons(an( 5.8223 5.6207 5.8421 5.0497

J

(13.3694)* (13.3684)* (13.6341)* (13.8292)*

NEF-II -0.0063 -0.0044 -0.0032 -0.0042

(2.8630)* (1.5150)* (1.2664) (1.4806)*

Ln Mean Booms 1.3371 1.3636 1.2555 1.2046

par Unit (10.0838)* (10.0978)* (9.3144)* (8.0301)*

Ln Percent 0,4048 0,3083 0.3739 0.3813

Ow11er-Occupled (4.4382)* (4.1941)* (4.1249)* (4.1780)*

Percent Black -0.0036 -0.0034 -0.0030 -0.0029

Population (9.3046)* (8.6211)* (6,4894)* (6.2453)*

Percent Sub- -0.0037 -0.0033 -0.0033 -0.0036

o_nd. Plumbing (2.5549)* (2.1728)* (2.3037)* (2.4250)*

Percent Built -- -0.0017 -- 0.0017

l Before 1939 (1.0310) (0.7775)

Percent Central .... 0.0048 0.0063

Air Conditioning (2.4016)* (2.2938)*

_2 0.8527 0.8527 0.8574 0.8638

P 172.3028 143.8261 149.3343 127.7307

SE_ 0.1477 0.1476 0,1453 0.1455

De_ (X_X) 0.2147 0.0770 0.0555 0,0108

Na 149 149 149 149

eSlgnlflcant at the 90 percent eonfldsnne level, one-tailed _-tes_.

Dapenden_ variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) exlcudes blocks with less tb_n 50 percent and fewer

than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled houslng unltSo Only those

blocks are included where st least 80 percent of the units reported
VSlUeO*
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TABLE D.5

ST. LOUIS REGRESSIONS, WITH
NEFAND SAMPLING RESTRICTIONS

. i

Resresalon Coefficient (Student-t)

Variable (I) (2) (3) (A)

Constant 5.6170 5.6.253 5.6110 5.6264
(12.8923)* (12.8852)* (13.0276)* (13.1531)*

il N_F-ZI -0.0040 -0.0053 -0.0020 -0.0051
(1.8648)* (1.9654)* (1.2414) (1.9136)*

• _ Ln Mean Rooms 1.3647 1.3375 1.2791 1.1943

!; per UnIc (11.3079)* (10.7120)* (10.0609)* (8.7205)*

Ln Percent 0.4224 0.4328 u.4150 0.4346

_ Owner-Occupied (4.4311)* (4.4903)* (4.4006)* (4.6009)*

_ereent Black -0.0020 -0.0019 -0.0026 -0.0019

Populaclen (3.5062)* (2.3313)* (3.8959)* (2.3499)*

Percent Sub- 0.0052 0.0050 0.0055 0.0052

!i e_a_. Plttmbln8 (0.9577) (0.9216) (1.0321) (0.987.7)

:i Percenc 8ullt -- 0.0017 -- 0.0037

! Before 1939 (0.7933) (1.5866)*

i'i Percent Central .... 0.0044 0,0059
AIr Conditioning (1.8698)* (2.3255)*

. , J.,,

_2 0.7143 0.7133 0.7208 0.7247

F 57.0004 47.4407 49.1911 43.1270

SEE 0.1221 0.1223 0.1207 0.1198

DeC (X+X) 0.6318 0.2460 0.3891 0.1322

Na 113 113 113 113

eSi8nlflsent at the 90 percent confldenea level, one-tailed t-test.

D_pendenc variable is Le mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks wlth less then 50 percent and fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled housing unlCs. Blocks from

census tract number 2128 are excluded. 0nly those blocks are included
where aC least 80 percent of the units reported values.
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TABLED.6

DESCRIPTION OF ST. LOUIS VARIABLES
(Sample Size N - i13)a

roll ii ii

Standard
Variable Mean Deviation Minimum H_xi_um

Mean Property
Value (1) $16,411b $3,684 $ 8,422 $25,990

NEF-ZI (2) 30.177 6.121 25.000 45.000

Maan R_oms

per Unlc (3) 5.487 " 0.631 4.300 7.000

_arcenc Owner-
Occupied Units (4) 87.620 10.468 53.571 100.OOC

Percent Black
Population (5) 8.479 18.250 0.000 80.420

P_rcant Sub-

aund. Plumbing (6) 0.787 2.203 0.000 14.286

P_zcenC Built
Before 1939 (7) 15.501 8.409 1.316 23,030

Parcenn Central
Air Conditioning (8) 33.516 6.125 24.282 43.034

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 peTcent and fewer
than i0 single-family, owner-occupied housing units. Blocks from
census tract number 2128 are excluded. Only chose blocks are included
where nC least 80 percent of the units reported values.

bThe mean property value for 224 blocks in the four tracts listed in
Table D,I was $15,984, excluding tract 2128 (based on printed block
statistics),
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TABLE D.7

ZERO-ORDER COM_ELATIONS FOR

ST. LOUIS VARIABLES

(Sample Size N = 113_

Vari-
able b (2) (3) C4) (5) (6) (7) (S)

(1) -0.390* 0.797* 0.494* -0.164 -0.119 0.015 0.457*

(2) -- -0.422* -0.190 -0.240* 0.138 0.585* -0.483*

(3) -- 0.339* -0. 004 -0.226 -0. 051 0.496*

(4) -- -0. O15 O.005 -0. I15 O. 207

($) -- 0.009 -0. 611" O. 270*

(6) -- 0.049 -0.146

(7) -- -0.489*

:[i _S_Iflcant at the 90 percent confidence level.

i: aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
:.! than I0 slnsle-family , owner-occupied housln_ units. Blocks from

ii census trace 2128 are excluded. Only those blocks are included
: where at least 80 peraen_ of the unics reported values.

J bFor a llstln8 of the variables, see Table D.6. Variables (I), (3),
and (4) are in natural logs.

i
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TABLE D. 8

MEAN VALUES OF ST. LOUIS VARIABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL

i ,i,

Mean of NEF Interval
Varlable

(St. Day.) 25-30 30-40 40-50

Property Value $18,080 $14,221 $15,788
(3,474)* (2,480) (3,934) a

Rooms pot Unlt 5.748 5.273 5.155
(0.611)* (0.593) (O.444) a

Percent Ouner- 89.822 84.623 86.@98

Occupied Units (8.472)* (11.084) (13.160)

Percent Black 11.756 8.093 0.016 ,
P6pulaCion (18.993) (20.699) (0.072) a

'P_rCesC Submtam- 0.672 0.315 1.982

dard Plumblns (1.642) (1.090) (4,071)*

NEF-I! 25.000 32.297 40.750

No. of Oba. 56 37 20

Mean value _or this interval is siEniflcantly different at the 90 pec-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 30-40

(large sample test).

amman value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 25-30

(large sample test).
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APPENDIX E

NEW ORLEANS EMPIRICAL RESULTS

New Orleans is a medlum-slzed airport, ranking twenty-flrst in

annual average daily air carrier operations in 1972. Total land

area inside the airport boundary is 2.34 square miles.

Location. The New Orleans sample includes census blocks in

the area l_ow_ as Hetairie. The study area is east and northeast

of the main terminal and is affected by noise from runways l, 19,

and 28. The study area is bounded by Interstate Highway 1-10 on the

_orth, Transcontinental Drive on the east, and railroad tracts on

the south. Special effort was made to exclude blocks located near i

or adjacent to these transportation facilities. Blocks located

near commercial developments (shopping centers) or environmental

features (parks, canals) were also excluded from the sample. The

mast remote areas are about four miles from the main terminal

(Fi_re E.1).

Sample Size. Data were collected for blocks located in eIsht

census tracts (Table E.I). For New Orleans, a total of 258 obser-

vatlons were recorded. The net sample, including boundary reBtrlc-

flora on the NEF variable, consisted of 184 blocks. Observations were

then deleted if information was missing, the block contained less

than 50 percent slngle-family resldentlal units, or the block contained

fewer nhan i0 slngle-family residential units. The maximum sample

sizes are 187 observations without the NEE boundary restrictions and

145 observations with the boundary restrictions.

Empirical Results. Initial empirical results for New Orleans are

presented in Tables E.2 and E.3; the results indicate that aircraft

noise has a negative effect on residential property values. Moreover,

the empirical results are not sensitive to the model specification.
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When the tract variables are added (before 1939, central air con-

ditioning), the NEF-IZ coefficient declines only slightly in value.

The simple correlations in Table E.3 are

NEF-II Before 1939 Cent. Air Cond.

LMPVAL -0.571" -0.360* 0.684*

NEF-II -- 0.519' -0.640*

Before 1939 ..... 0.500*

where LMPVAL is the natural log of the mean property value and the

asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 90 percent confidence

level.

The final regressions in Table E.4 incorporate the sampling re-

strictions on the rooms and property value variables. The final sample

size is 143 observations compared to 145 observations in Table E.3.

When both tract variables are employed, the NEF coefficient is -0.0040

and the corrected R 2 is 0,7376. This estimate is robust and the tract

varlable for air conditioning has the correct sign. Four of seven

variables inregreseion (4) are statistically significant. The scatter

plot of estlmated residuals suggests the presence of two positive

residuals located near the upper end of the range of estimated values for

the dependent variable.

The mean property value for this sample is $21,975 (Table g.5),

while the simple correlation between property values and NEF levels

is -0.567 (Table E.6). Rousing located in the intervals NEF 30-40

and 40-50 cends on average to he smaller, less residential, and loser

i_ value (Table E.7).
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TABLE E.1

NEW ORLEANS SAb_PLESIZE

; Ceneus Total Blocks Boundary NaC
Tract No. Included Excluolonsa Sample

210 51 3 48

211 38 8 30

212 21 7 14

232 20 6 14

233 23 1 22

234 33 0 33

235 8 2 6

236 39 22 17

Total 233 49 184

aBlocks near or adjacent to the actual NEF-25 or-30 con_ou_ l_nea or
w_hln NEF 30 but adjacent to NEF 35.

J
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TABLE E.2

NEW ORLEANS REGRESSIONS, WITHOUT
BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

iiii i i

= Regression Coefficient (Student-t)

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

_ Constant 7.2720 7.8818 7.6412 7.7731
(37.9978)* (20.8468)* (20.4810)* (20.4160)*

!il _F-% -0.0047 -0.0051 -0.0048 -0.0040
(2.9640)* (3.1548)* (2.9388)* (2.1678)k

Ln'Mean Rooms 1.6113 1.6363 1.6428 1.5280

po= Unic (17.0055)* (16.9542)* (16.8926)* (13.5031)*

Ln PercenC -- -0.0990 -0.0943 -0.0989

Owuer-Ocoupled (1.3005)* (1.2310) (1.2911)*

Parcenc Black -- -- 0.0012 0.0012

_ Population (0.4059) (0.4086)

Percent Spb.... 0.0057 0.0056

_ o_and. Plumbing C0.7329) (0.7361)

Portent ButZC .... 0.0096
before 1939 (1.2283)

_; Percent Central ...... 0.0015
_:_ _/r Condlcionlng (2.0750)*

_2 0.7207 0.7217 0.7197 0.7242

il
F 240.9401 161.793g 98.5175 70.7702

SEE 0.1221 0.1218 0.1223 0.1213

DaC (X'X) 0.7275 0.6293 0.6013 0.1837

Na 187 187 187 187

*Signlflcanc ac the 90 percent confidence level,.one-tailed t-_es_.
Dependent variable is Lm mean property value.

! aSample slze (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percen_ and fewer
than i0 single-family, owner-occupied housing units.

i
i

_J
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TABLE E.3

NEW ORLEANS REGRESSIONS, I;ITH
BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

m| m,m,|

ReEresslon Coefficient (Student-t)

i Vnrlable (1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 7.3014 7.4559 7.4308 7.6220

! (33.7644)* (17_5367)* (17.3019)* (17.2204)*

i _F-ZI -0.0044 -0.0046 -0.0044 -0.0038
(2.6718)* (2.6879)* (2.5233)* (1.9049)*

' Ln'Mean Rooms 1,5933 1.6008 1.6076 1.4920

! par Unit (14.9253)* (14.7494)* (14.6466)* (11.5510)*

Ln Percent -- -0.0364 -0_0350 -0.0513

Owner-Occupled (0.4225) (0.4027) (0.5908)

Pnzeent Black -- -- 0.0011 0.0011

Population (0.3672) (0.3706)

Percent Sub .... 0.0052 0.0058

e_aed. Plumblng (0.5204) (0.5856)

Pezoeet Built .... 0.0091

Defore 1939 (I.0549)

Percent Central ...... 0.0015

AIr Condi_ioning (1.8894)*

_2 0.7341 0.7326 0.7295 0.7334

199.7912 132.4831 78.6637 57.6013

SEE 0.1225 0.1229 0.1236 0.1227

DeE (X_X) 0.6870 0.5748 0.5488 0.1497

Na 145 145 145 145

*Sienlfloant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-tailed t-teat.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled houslng unite.
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TABLE E.4

NEW ORLEANS REGRESSIONS, WITH
REFAND SAMPLING RESTRICTIONS

ii

ReSresslon Coefficient (Student-C)

V.rl.bZ. (l) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 7.4089 7.4531 7.5839 7.5427
(16.7218)* (16.4943)* (16.5319)* (16.4546)*

NE_-II -0.0043 -0.0050 -0.O033 -0.0040

(2.4581)* (2.6850)* (1.7296)* (2.0523)*

Ln Mean Rooms 1.6690 1.6923 1.5655 1.5766
!i
:_ per Unit (14.7778)* (14.7378)* (11.6070)* (11.7022)*

_. Ln Percent -0.0559 -0.0495 -0.0700 -0.0642

!i! Ownsr-Oeeupled (0.6076) (0.5383) (0.7579). (0.6983)

: Pernent Black 0.0012 0.0013 0.0Oli 0.0013

Populnclon (0.4106) (0.4530) (0.3820) (0.4316)

_ Percent Sub- 0,0059 0.0055 0.0066 0.0063
¢¢.8mI. Plumbing (0.6003) (0.5611) (0.6729) (0.6370)

_i Pmrnenc Bullt -- 0.0093 -- 0.0117
Before 1939 (1.0810) (1.3475)*Q

,_ Percent Central -- -- 0.0011 0.0013
• Air Condlcioning (1.4044)* (1.6178)*

_2 0.7341 0.7344 0,7360 0.7376

F 79.4163 66.4565 66.9786 58.0140

SEZ 0.1223 0.1224 0.1220 0.1217

• DO_ (X'X) 0.5415 0.3694 0.2124 0.1407

143 143 143 143
J

nS18nlflcnnt at the 90 pnreenn confldenee level, mne-tnlled t-teSCo
'Dnps_denc varlable is Ln mean properny value.

asampls s_ze (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than I0 slngle-famlly_ o_mer-oecupled housln8 unlts. Oniy those blocks

i ate included where at least 60 percent of ch_ units reported values.

i'
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TABLE E.5

DESCRIPTION OF NEW ORLEANS VARIABLES

(Sample Size N = 143) a

Standard

Variable Mean Devlatlon M/nlmum Maxi_n

Mean Property
Value (i) $21,975 b $5,651 $13,938 $47,404

NE_-II (2) 27.657 7.407 20.000 45.000

Mean Rooms

per Unlt (3) 5.804 0.664 4.300 7.800

PmrcentOwner-

Oa_upled Units (4) 88.331 9.902 50.000 i00.000

Percent Black

_mpulatlon (5) 0.431 3.468 0.O00 33.906

Percent Sub-

B_nnd. Plumbing (6) 0.280 1.062 0.000 6.667

Percent Built

Br.fore 1939 (7) 0.963 1.447 0.000 3.758

Pmrzcnt Central

Air Conditioning (8) 38.134 20.974 19.707 75.923

aSample slze (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer

than 10 single-family, owner-occupled housing units. Only those
blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
values.

bThe mean property value for 294 blocks In the eight tracts in Table
E.I was $20,816 (based on printed block statistics).
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TABLEE.6

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS FOR
NEW ORLEANS VARIABLES

(Sample Size N = 143) a [

m ,i

• Vari-

_bleb (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

(l) -0.567* 0,854* O.311" -O. 029 0.053 -0.372* 0.684*

(2) -- -0.557* -O.376" O.O41 -0.169 0.533* -O.638"

(_) _ 0.366* -O.O54 0.007 -0,438* O.722_

(4) -- -0,072 0.040 -0.278* O. 384*

(5) _ -0.033-0.002 -0.032

(6) -- 0.042 0.030

(7) _ -0.508*

_S_Snif_cant nt the 90 percent confldence level.

asample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 single-family, owner-occupled housing unlts. Only those
blocks are included where at least 80 percent of t_e units veporced

_ values.

il bFor a listing of the variables, see Table E.5. ?ariables (1), (3),
}: and (4) are in natural loss.

!!

,i
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TABLE E.7

MEAN VALUES OF NEW ORLEANS VARIABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL

II

Mun of NEF Interval
Variable

(So. Dcv.) 20-30 30-40 40-50

Property Value $24,783 $18,876 $19,870
(6,198)* (2,960) (2,754) a

_oms per Unit 6.149 5.414 5.592
(0.676)* (0.429) (0.318)=n

P_rcent Owner- 91.247 87.002 77.010
0¢¢upled Units (8.353)* (9.185) (I2.900) *a

Percent Black 0.000 1.064 0.000
Population ( -- ) (5.411) ( _ )

• 'P_zeen_ Subs_an- 0.457 0.115 0.000

dard P1umbln8 (1.245)* (0,875) ( -. )a

N_F-II 21.027 33,276 40.833

_a, of Oba. 73 58 12
j,. ,, ..,

Mean value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 30-40
(large sample ces_).

aMeaa value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean va_ue for the interval NEF 20-30

(large sample £est).

q
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:_ APPENDIX F

, BUFFALO EMPIRICAL RESULTS

: Buffalo is one of the smaller airports in the sample, ranking

thlrty-thlrd in annual average daily air carrier operations in

1972, Total land area inside the airport boundary is 1.56 square

miles.

: Locatlon. The Buffalo sample includes census blocks in

Cheektowaso Township. The study area is bordered by State High-

way 5 on the north, Harlem Avenue on the west, and railroad tracks

on the south. Special efforts were made to exclude blocks located

adjacent to these facilities and other major streets or highways.

Excluded also were blocks located near cemeteries, railroad yards,

and a sewage treatment plant. The study area is west of the main

; terminal and is under the noise contours from runways 5 and 14.

The most remote areas are about three miles from the main terminal

(Figure F.I).
il

Sample Size. Data were collected for blocks located in seven
!!

census tracts (Table F.I). For Buffalo, a total of 213 observa-
i.!

, rices were recorded. The net sample, with boundary restrictions

on the NEF variable, consisted of 160 blocks. Observations were then

deleted if information was missing, =he block contained less thee 50

percea_ single-family residential units, or the block contained fewer

than i0 single-family residential units. The maximum sample sizes

are 183 observations without the NEF boundary rnstric_lons and 138

observatioss with the bouedary restrictions.

Empirlcal Results. Initial empirical results for Buffalo are

presented in Tables F.2 and F.3; the results indicate that aircraft

noise has a negative effect on residential property values. Moreover,

the empirical results are not sensitive to the model specification.

When the tract variables are added (before 1939, central air conditloning),

there are only slight changes is the NEF-T_ coefficient value,

F-I



The simple correlations in Table F.3 are

NEF-II Before 1939 Cent. Alr Cond.

12_VAL -0.501" 0.175 0.556*

NEF-II -- -0.108 -0.371'

Before 1939 .... 0.326*

where LMPVAL is the natural log of the mean property value and the

asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 90 percent confidsnco

level.

The final regressions in Table F.4 incorporate the sampling restric-

tions on the rooms and property value variables. The final sample size

is 126 observatlocs compared to 138 in Table F.3. When both tract

variables are employed, the NEF coefficient is -0.0052 and the

corrected R2 is 0.5881. This estimate is quite robust, although only

three of the seven coefficients in regression (4) are statistically

significant. The scatter plot of estimated residuals coetalned two

outliers, which were located close to the mean of the estlma_ed

dependent variable.

The mean property value for this sample is $20,656 (Table F.5),

while the simple correlation between property values and NEF levels is

-0.40& (Table F.6). Housing located in the intervals NEF 40-50

tends on average to be smaller, less residential, and lower in value

(Table t.7).
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No. Included Excluslonsa Sample

95.02 50 17 33

100.01 20 4 16

100.02 30 5 25

101.01 75 21 54

• ; i 101.02 5 0 5

' 105 10 O 10

106 23 6 17

Tocnl 213 53 160

_locks near or adJacen_ CO the accual NEF-25 or-_0 contour lines
Or wIChln NEF 30 buc adJacam_ Co NEF 35.
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TABLE Y.2

BUFFALOREGRESSIONS, WITHOI
' BOUNDARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF W

_:_ Re8ression Coefflc.....(Student-t)

Varlable (i) (2) (3) (4)

_i Cotmtsnt 7.2855 7._575 7.7293 8.1719

i (33,3112)* (19.1048)* (18.8901)* (20.1499)*

I_l_-_ -0.0042 -0.0047 -0.0044 -0.0028
i_ (2.5699)* (2.8194)* (2.6165)* 61.7033)*

Ln'M_an Rooms 1.5604 1.5719 1.5845 1.3454
i: par gnic (13.9359)* (14.0345)* (13.7591)* (11.0065)*

Ln Porcenc -- -0.1061 -0.1063 -0.1369

_i Owner-Occupied (1.3781)* (1.3736)* (1.8441)*

_ Percent Black ..... 0.0137 -0.0238
'_ Popalatlon (0.6417) (1.1568)

': Percent Sub .... 0.0047 0.0041
_nd. Plumbing (0.3101) (0.4575)

Percent Built ..... 0.0009

' Bafero 1939 (0.7303)

Percent Centrnl ...... 0.0304
blrCondltioning (3.8843)*

_2 0.5836 0.5857 0.5827 0.6221t

_ P 128.5323 86.7493 51.8181 43.8094

SEE 0.1310 0.1306 0.1311 0.1248

DeC (X°X) 0.8784 0.8133 0.7457 0.4017

183 183 183 183

*8_nlficant at the 90 percent confidence level, one-tailed c-test.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

' asample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 single-family, owner-occupied housing units.

i
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Regression CoefflclenC (Student-t)

Variable (i) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 7.7676 8.1249 8.1045 8.5169
(28.4856)* (16.6373)* (16.2734)* (17.0123)*

NEF-Z I -0.0062 -0.0066 -0.0065 -0.0054
(3.4536)* (3.5616)* (3.3255)* (2.8315)*

Ln'Mean Rooms 1.3243 1.3296 1.3379 1.1234

per Unlc (9.5446)* (9.5661)* (9.2381)* (7.3460)*

Ln Percent -- -0.0791 -0.0787 -0.1067

Owl_or-Oecupied (0.8823) (0.8642) (1.1986)

Percent Black ..... 0.0037 -0.0097

Population (0.1514) (0.4065)

Percent Sub..... 0.0020 O.0013

stand. Plumh_ng (O.2154) (O.1401)

Percent Built ...... 0.0004
Reform 1939 (0.3272)

Percent Central ...... O.0291

Air Conditioning (3.1728)*

_2 0.5460 0.5453 0.5386 O.5711

F 83.3834 55,7572 32.9881 27.0656

SE_ 0.1294 0.1295 0.1304 O.1258

DeC (X'X) 0.7962 0.7305 0.6208 0.3602

Na 138 138 138 138

_SiSnlflzan_ ac the 90 percent confidence level, one-tailed t-Cost.
Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
chnn i0 slnele-family , owner-occupled unics.
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TABLEF.4

BUFFALOREGRESSIONS, WI'J_I
NEF AND SAMPLING RESTRICTIONS

.m

RaBresslon Coefficient (Student-t)

Varluble (1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 7.7592 7.6_19 8.1855 8.0845
(12.7325)* (12.7619)* (13.6835)* (13.3759)*

NEF-II -0.0064 -0.0059 -0.0053 -0.0052
(3.1205)* (2.8929)* (2.6683)* (2.6000)*

Ln'DIcanRooms 1.3904 1.3382 1.1553 1.1579

pot U,iC (9.1930)* (8.8770)* (7.1747)* (7.1976)*

Ln Pernent -0.0243 0.0043 -0.0466 -0.0286

Own_r-Occupled (0.2166) (0.0382) (0.4310) (0.2626)

PQ_cont Blank -0.O01O v0.Ol19 -0.0061 -0.0112
¥opulatlon (0.0405) (0.4851) (0.2603) (0.6446)

PaEcenc Sub- 0,0063 0.0042 0.0060 0,0049

sound. Plumbing (0,6266) (0.4215) (0.6188) (0,6202)

PercenC Built -- 0.0032 -- O.0017
Rofore 1939 (2.2027)* (i.1151)

: Peronnt Central -- _ 0.0299 0.0261

! Ale Condltlonln8 (3.3706)* (2.7405)*

_2 0.5516 0.5655 0.5872 0.5881

F 31.7542 28.1199 30.6401 26.4943

SEE 0.1301 0.1281 0.1248 0.1247

DaC (X'X) 0.fi173 0.5637 0.4266 0.3384

Nn 126 126 126 126

_SiBnlfloant ac the gO pernent nonfldence level_ one-tailed C-tes_.
Dapendent variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less thsn 50 percent and fewer

than i0 slngls-family, owner-occupled housln8 units. Only those
blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
values.
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TABLE F.5

DESCRIPTION OF BUFFALOVARIABLES

(Sample Size N m 126)a

.. im

Standard
Variable Mean Deviatien Minimum Max/mum

Mean Property
Value (1) $20,656b $4,319 $14,700 $36,136

_F-I_ (2) 29.326 6,910 20.000 45.000

Mean Rooms

per Unit (3) 5.856 0.539 5.000 7.700

_ereent Owner-
Occupied Units (4) 91.277 9.285 62.500 100.O0O

_oraen_ Black
_opulatlon (5) 0.104 0.503 0.000 4.651

P_raent Sub-
_tamd. Plumbing (6) 0.376 1.195 0.000 8.333

Peraen_ Built
Defers 1939 (7) 11.610 8.204 4.933 46.297

Poreen_ Central
Air Conditioning (8) 1,935 1.514 0.000 4.663

aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than SO percent and fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled housing units. Only those

blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported !
values•

bThe mean property value for 321 blocks in the seven tracts listed in
Table F.I was $20,350 (based on printed block statistics).

i
i
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TABLE F.6

ZERO-ORDER CORP2LATIONS FOR
BUFFALO VARIABLES

(Sample Size N = 126)a

Vari-

able b (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

(1) -0.404* 0.725* 0.118 -0.14_ -0.099 0.266* 0.575*

(2) -- -0.441" -0.301" 0.291" -0.Of0 -0.118 -0.368*

(3) -- 0.095 -0.122 -0.221 0.178 0.529*

(4) "" -0.002 0_050 -0.056 -0.148

(5) -- -0.066 0.140 -0.048

(6) -- 0.039 -0.092

(7) -- , 0.395*

fi eSignlflcan_ at _he 90 percent confidence level.
[i

': aSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 slngle-family, owner-occupled housing units. Only those

blocks are included where at least 80 percent of the units reported
z values.

'_ bFor a listing of the variables, see Table F.5. Variables (i), (3),

L end (4) are in naCural logs.
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TABLE F. 7

MEANVALUESOF BUFFALOVARIABLES,
BY NEF INTERVAL

i ,,I

Mean of NEF Interval
Variable

(S_, Dev.) 20-30 30-40 40-50

Property Value $22_212 $19,745 $17,210 *a
(4,816)* (3,163) (1,507)

Rooms per Uni_ 5.986 5.818 5.465 ,
(0.581) (0.484) (0.250) a

Percent Owner- 92.736 91.968 83.957 ,
Oacupted Units (8.796) (8.178) (10.866) a

Percent Black 0.028 0.0_8 0.458
Popula_ian (0.161) (0.366) (1.161)

Percent Subarea- 0.488 0.142 0.572

dard Plumbing (1.410)* (0.682) (1.345)

h"E?-ZZ 23.828 32.111 42.647

No. of Oba. 64 45 17

Mean value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent.confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 30-40

(large sample test).

aMean value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 20-30
(far8e sample test).
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i_ APPENDIX G
E!

tL
_ SAN DIEGO EMPIRICAL RESULTS

!

San Diego is one of the smaller airports in the sample, ranking

thlrty-second in annual average daily air carrier operations in 1972.

Total land area inside the airport boundary is only 0.76. square

miles.

Laeatlon. The San Dieeo sample includes census blocks

from a peninsula area known as Ocean Beach. The study area is

west of the main terminal and is affected by noise from runways

9 and 13. The most remote areas are about three miles from the

main terminal (PiSurs G.1).

Sample Size. Data were collected for blocks located in eight

census tracts (Table G.I). Blocks were excluded if they were

_} near or adjacent to parks, major streets, or naval facilltles.

F _or San Dieeo, a total of 226 observations were recorded. The

i>!
_! not sample, with boundary restrictions on the NEF variable, con-

s_sted of 187 blocks. Observations were then deleted if information

was missing, the block contained less than 50 percent slngle-family

residential units, or the block contained fewer than i0 single-family

residential units, The maxlmum sample sizes are 156 observations

!i: without the NEF boundary restrictions and 125 observations with the

_: boundary res=rictions.

Emplrleal Results. The initial empirical results for San Diego

are presented Is Table G.2 and G.3| the results indicate that air-

craft noise has a negative effect on residential property values,

Moreover, the results are sot sensitive to the model specification.

When the tract variables are added (before 1939, central air condition-

inE), there are only slight chanBes in the NEF-II coefficient value.

G-I
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The simple correlations in Table F.3 are

NEF-II Before 1939 Cent. Air Cond.

_VAL -0.i08 -0.018 0.251" I

NEF-II -- O. 649* -0.261.

Before 1939 ..... 0.164

where LMPVAL is the natural log of the mean property value and the

asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 90 percent confi-

dence level,

When the sampllng restriction on the rooms and property value

variables was added, there was no change in the sample size. When

both tract variables are included, the NEF coefficient is -0.0074

and the corrected R2 is 0,7482. This estimate is quite robust, al-

though only two of seven coefficients in regression (4) are statis-

tically slgnlfi=ant, The scatter plot of estimated residuals contained

one negative outlier located near the upper end of the range of earl-

maced values for the dependent variable.

The mean property value for this sample is $32.241 (Table G,4),

while the simple correlation between property values and NEF levels

is only -0,10g (Table G.5). Housing ioeoted in the intervals NEF

40-50 tends on average to be larger and higher in value (Table G.6).
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TABLE G.1

I SAN DIEGO S_h_LE SIZE
i
i

Census Total

Tract Blocks Boundary a Net
,, No. Zncluded Exclusions Sample

._ 68 7 1 6

: 69 66 0 _6

70.01 34 10 24

70.02 33 ii 22

71 7 O 7

72 15 3 12

73.02 32 11 21

74 32 3 29

Tonal 226 $9 !_7

a_loc_s near or adjacent to the actual NEF-25 or-S0 contour lines
or w_thln NEF 30 but adjacent to NEF 35.



TABLE G.2

SAN DIEGO REGRESSIONS, WITHOUT
BOUNDARY RESTKICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

i! Regression Coefficient (Student-t)

Variable (I) (2) (3) (4)

: Constant 6.9461 6.8406 6.8370 6,8479
(39.6919)* (20.7216)* (20.1450)* (19.9096)_

_-_ -O.O067 -0.0066 -0.0066 _0.0062
! (4.0573)* (3.9109)* (3.8836)* (2.7505)*

:! Ln'Hean Rooms 2.023_ 2.0068 2.0092 2.0070
pet Unic (20,9485)* (18.8497)* (18.'5943)* (18.3584)* T

Ln Percent -- 0.0295 0.0295 0.0256
i! Owner-Occupied (0.3771) (0.3685) (0.3128) i

Pe=eenc Black ..... O.0021 -0.0019
Population (0.0988) (0.0870)

Peresnc Sub.... O.0016 0.0011

::i stand, PlumbinE (0.1362 (0.0932)
1

i[: Percent BuiLt ...... 0.0003
.; BQfOra 1939 (0.1842)

PQreenC Cencral ..... 0.0065

i::_i: /L_t Condlclonlng (0.2554)
i:i ....

_ _2 0.7401 0.7386 0.7352 0.7318

_ 221.6376 146.9775 87.0492 61.4039

i_ SEE 0.1321 0.1325 0.1333 0.1342

: DQC (X'X) 0.9912 0.8071 0.7532 0.3832

_a 156 156 156 156

_$1selfieaec at the 90 percent confidence level, one-Called t-rest.
Dopsndenc variable is Ln mean property value.

SSample size (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
Chse IO slngle-family, owner-occupled housing units.
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TABLE G.3

SAN D_EGO REGRESSIONS, WITH
BOU_ARY RESTRICTIONS ON NEF VARIABLE

Regression Coefficient (Student-t)

Var_ble (1) (2) (3) (4)
,, ,,,

Constant 7.0498 6.7311 6.7587 6.7479
(38.0358)* (20.9718)* (20.4009)* (19.9828)*

NEF-II -0.0071 -0.0068 -0.0068 -0.0074
(4.2222)* (4.0109)* (3.9621)* (3.1795)*

i Ln'Mean Rooms 1.9785 1.9156 1.9173 1.9043
per Unlt (19.4044)* (16.7764)* (16.5204)* (15.8682)*

Ln Percent -- 0.0948 0.0881 0.0951

Owner-Occupied (1.2149) (1.1063) (1.1550)

Perae,t Black ..... 0.0128 -0.0129

! Populatlon (0.6091) (0.6101)

Percent Sub...... 0.0003 0.0007
stand. Plumbing (0.0244) (0.0634)

Percent Built ..... 0.0009
Usfore 1939 (0.4962)

;
i Percent Central ..... 0.0064
I A_r Conditioning (0.2411)

1 _2 0.7542 0.7551 0.7518 0.7482
I

f F 191.2176 128.4677 76.1172 53.6406

SEE 0.1256 0.1254 0.1263 0.1272
E
! DSt (X'X) 0.9914 0.7814 0.7266 0.3344

Na 125 125 125 125

*SIBnlfleant ac tha 90 percent confidence level_ one-tailed t-test.
! Dependent variable is Ln mean property value.

aSample slze (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent and fewer
than i0 s_ngle-family, owner-occupied housing units.
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TABLE O. 4

_ESCRIPTIO_ OF SAN D_EGOVARIABLES

(8am21e Size N - 123) a

===, =l = i

Standard

V_riable Mean Deviation Minimum Maxim_

Mean Property
Value (1) $32,241 b $8,335 $16,471 $54,444

_-I_ (2) 32.320 6,707 25.0Q0 45.000

Mean Rooms
pmt Unit (3) 5.990 0,661 4.600 7.600

_o¢¢ent Owner-
Occupied Units (4) 86.250 12.334 50.000 100.000

Pmtaent Black
£opulatton (5) 0.108 0.545 O.O00 4.348

P=rcent Sub-
a=and. Plumbing (6) 0.166 1.073 0.000 10.000

£mTcmmt BuiLt
=afore 1939 (7) 19.850 8.895 1.662 30.864

i
PQ¢¢eet Ceetral
A_r Condi_ionim_ (8) 0.748 0.463 0.000 1.881

eSample slze (N) excludes blocks with less than 50 percent end £ewer
than 10 single-gamily, owner-occupied housing units. Only those
blocks are included where at leas_ 80 percent of the units reported
values.

bThe mean property value for 375 blocks in _he seven tracts listed in
Table 0.1 was $34,535 (based on prin_ed block statlst_cs).
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TABLE O. 5

i ZERO-OP_DBK CORRELATIONS FOB
! SAN DIEGO VARIABLES
i
; (Sample Size N = 125) a

|i

Varl-

able b (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

(I) -0.108 0.850* 0.448* -0.069 -0.177 -0.018 0.251"

(2) -- 0.093 -0.088 0.033 0.062 0.649* -0.261"

(3) -- 0.442* -0.033 -0.186 O.112 0.215

(4) _ -0.139 -0.167 -0.168 0.201

(5) -- -0.031 0.062 -0.048

(6) -- -O.lOl -0.028

(7) -- -O.le4

F "*Sisniflean tj at the 90 percen_ confidence level,

F
! aSample size (N) excludes blocks wl_h less than 50 percent and fewer

I than I0 single-family, owner-occupied housln E uolts. Only those
blocks are included where a_ least 80 percenn of the units reported
values.

bFor a listing of the variables, see Table G.4. Variables (i), (3),
and (4) are in natural loss.
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TABLE G.6

MEAN VALUES OF SAN DIEGO VARIABLES.
BY NEF INTERVAL

I

Moan o_ NZF Intorval
Varlable
(St. Vev.) 25-30 30-40 40-50

Property Value $36,338 $26,210 $35,792
(9,080)* (4,942) (8,047)*

Roo_ per Unit 6.140 5.541 6.507 ,
(0.601)* (0.518) (0.464) a

Pnreent Owner- 88.153 83.795 87.314

Occupied Units (Ii.325)* (12.125) (14.669)

Pnreent Black 0.028 0.192 0.O86

Population (0.192) (0.777) (0.442)

Percent Substan- 0.000 0.424 0.000

dard Plumbln8 ( -- ) (1.693) ( -- )

31 DEF-IZ 25.000 33,775 41.724

i! NO. Of Obs. 47 49 29

Mean value f_r this interval fs significantly different at the 90 per-
cent eonfldenee level from the mean value for the interval NEF 30-40

(large sample test).

aM.san value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 25-30

(large sample test).
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APPENDIX tt

MINNEAPOLIS, ATLANT_AND LA GUAP.DIA
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

_n the course of this study, some empirical results were prepared

for three additional airports. These are Hinneapolls-St. Paul, Atlanta,

and New York's La Guardla Airport. This appendix comments

on the results ohtalned for each of these airports and the reasons

for their exclusion from the final empirical results in Chapter Pour.

Minneapolls-St. Paul. Figure H.l shows the study area selected

for the Minneapolls-St. Paul Airport. The study area includes a number

Of lakes and a major park (Minnehaha Park) which bisects the area under

the northwest flight path. This made it difficult to collect a sample

that did not include blocks near at least some of these features. In

addition, there is a limit on nighttime operations at the airport which

may also influence property values in the surrounding residential area.

Despite a number of experiments, the Minneapolls-St. Paul regresslons

never yielded a significant, negative NEF coefficient. Rather than

deleting sufficient observations so as to produce the desired result,

we shall report this case as interesting in its own right. Apparently,

accessibility to lakes and parks in this area more than outweighs

the dlsamenitles associated with noise. This suggests that a "finer"

approach than that taken in the present study would be necessary to

capture the effect of noise on property values, e.8., use of individual

i houelng data, detailed site vislts, and questionnaires. In addition,

i it eaSgests that attempts at exclusionary zoning around airports can

deny households access to scarce amenities, the value of which may

Qxeeed the dlsamenlties associated with nelse.

Atlanta. Figure H,2 shows the study area selected for Atlanta.

The study area contained a significant amount of rental housing units.

When the sample was restricted to blocks with more than 50 percent

H-I
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TABLE 0.6

MEANVALUES OF SAN DIEGO VARIABLES,
' BY NEF INTERVAL

m

_' Mean of NEF Interval
Vcrlable
(St. Dev.) 25-30 30-40 40-50

Pzopcrty Value $36,338 $26,210 $35,792
(9,080)* (4,942) (5,047)*

iJ

Roomo per Unit 6.140 5.541 6.507 ,
• (0.601)* (0.518) (0.464) a

Percent Owner- 88.153 83.795 87..314

, Occupied Unite (11.325)* (12.125) (14.669)

Percent 3lack 0,028 0.197 0.086
_: Population (0.192) (0.777) . (0.442)

Yarccnt Substan- 0.000 0.424 0.000
dard Plumbing ( -- ) (1.693) ( -- )

NEF-II 25.000 33.775 41.724

No. of Obs. 47 49 29

Mean value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 30-40

(large sample test).

aMean value for this interval is significantly different at the 90 per-
cent confidence level from the mean value for the interval NEF 25-30
(large sample test).
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, APPENDIX H

ii_ MINNEAPOLIS, ATLANT_ AND LA GUARDIA
:i EMPIRICAL RESULTS

In the course of this study, some empirical results were prepare_

. for three additional airports. These are Hinneapolis-St. Paul, Atlanta,

" and New York's La Guardla Airport. This appendix comments

o_ the results obtained for each of these airports and the reasons

for their exclusion from the final empirical results in Chapter Pour.

Minneapolls-St. Paul. Figure H.l shows the study area selected

far the Hinneapolls-gE. Paul AiEport. The study area includes a number

of lakes and a major park (Minnehaha Park) which bisects the aEea under

the northwest flight path. This made it difficult to collect a sample

that did not include blocks near at least some of these features. In

addition, there is a limit on nighttime operations at the airport which
!!

:;' may also influence property values in the surrounding residential urea.

i Despite a number of experiments, the Minneapolls-St. Paul regressions

never yielded a slgnifleant_ negative NEF coefficient. Rather than

deleting sufficient observations so as to produce the desired result,

we shall report this case as interesting in its own right. Apparently,

accessibility to lakes and parks in this area more than outweighs

the disamenities associated with noise. This suggests that a "finer"

approach than that taken in the present study would be necessary to

capture the effect of noise on property values, e.g., usa of individual

housing data, detailed site vislts, and questionnaires, In addition,

it suggests that attempts at exclusionary zoning around airports can

deny households access to scarce amenities, _he value of which may

exceed the dlsamenities associated with noise.

Atlanta. Figure H.2 shows the study area selected for Atlanta.

The study area contained a significant amount of rental housing units,

When the sample was restricted to blocks with more than 50 percent

[:
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residential units, only 54 obse_ations were obtained with NEF-I and

45 with NRF-II. While th_ noise eoefflclent was occasionally negative,

the small sample size and the effects of rental housing on residential

property values made the results suspect. For these reasons, the

Atlanta results have not been reported

New York La Guardla. Figure H.3 shows the study area for New

York's La Guardla Airport. Recorded noise levels ranged from NEF 25

to 40, but che diverse nature of the area and census sampling errors

produced unreliable results. I_ was impossible to determine if the

nolsQ coefficient was negative or not. The results ere in several

rmspecte slm/lar to those ob_alned for Boston's Logan Airport. The

mu=hodology adopted in the present study is applicable to suburban

airports, but not to urban airports like Logan and La Guardia. In

_hese latter areas, a more sophisticated methodology is required,

w£_h access to lass aggregace data containing more accurate measures

of residential property value levels.
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